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Bombs and Books

HQF making many books there
is no end," said Solomon.
But it is also true that of destroying many books there is no end.
We are thinking of the wholesale destruction of books and libraries in the present war. Upon
reading Forrest Nelson's ghastly
account, titled "Bombs Burst On
Libraries," in the November is~ue of Illinois Libraries, we dare
to infer that even the ravages of
the Thirty Years' War on books
and libraries will seem insignificant after the full story of the
loss of books and libraries in this
war has been told.
It is true that the large libraries in Europe have taken measures to insure the safety of their
rare manuscripts and rare books.
Many of the British Museum
book treasures are housed, so it is
reported, in an abandoned Welsh
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coal mine. It is here where Eugene B. Power, an Ann Arbor
photo-publisher, is micro-filming
hooks page by page and has already sent over a million pages
ot micro-film to our country.
Other rareties of the British Museum and of other libraries in
England and on the continent
have been placed in vaults and
are being carefully guarded. Even
American libraries, such as the
library of Harvard University
and the Library of Congress,
have taken similar precautionary measures.
Nevertheless, the destruction
of books and libraries because of
bombs has been enormous. It is
estimated, so Mr. Nelson tells,
that the publishers and booksellers of England have lost 6,000,000 volumes during the great
air raids of December, 1940. Of
the universities in England, the
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University of London suffered damage done by air raids. But it
most. Almost a year and a half is an established fact that the liago, a bomb fell on the Great brary of the University of LouHall, completely demolishing the vain in Belgium is completely
building and shattering the li- destroyed. What bombs did to
brary windows so that the excel- Moscow has not been fully relent Egyptology collection was Yealed. It would be a calamity if
ruined by next day's rain. Incen- the library of the Technical Indiary bombs later finished the stitute in Moscow, the greatest
havoc by destroying the Mocatta technical library in the world,
Library and Museum of Anglo- has been damaged or reduced to
] udaica. Some one hundred thou- ruins, or the huge Lenin Library,
sand books perished. The greatest one of the largest in the world.
Also the great libraries in
loss in this collection was the
German collection, built up over China have felt the effects of war.
a long period of time by Dr. The N anki University lost more
Priebsch and considered the best than 224,000 volumes and the
in England. Another large collec- University of Nanking, with its
tion destroyed in London was library of 338,108 volumes, was
that of the Guildhall, with 25,000 forced to flee its premises, taking
volumes. Besides, practically ev- only 16,715 volumes to the new
ery public library in London has location in western China.
suffered.
In the meantime American
But not only libraries in Lon- publishers have been doing an
don have felt the ravages of war; all-time record business. We trust
also libraries in other cities in they will be ready to lend a helpEngland, particularly those in ing hand when they are called
Richmond, Liverpool, Ports- upon to assist in replenishing the
mouth, and Manchester. We call charred shelves of demolished liattention only to the irreplace- braries in Europe and elsewhere.
able loss sustained by the Manchester Literary and Philosophical
Society, founded in 1781, whose
home and collection of 50,000 America's Enemies
E laugh Benito Mussolini to
volumes was completely conscorn for his bumptiously
sumed.
What the situation is on the heralded declaration of war
continent is not known since the against the United States. Italy
Nazis do not permit newspaper h no longer a power to be reckcorrespondents to report the oned with. The strutting down
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of the Palazzo Venezia, sadly disillusioned and for many months
a mere tool in the hands of his
German masters, must do what
Berlin orders. He is still called
ll Duce; but even the war-weary
Italians know that he no longer
holds the reins in the country. It
is Adolf Hitler who rides and
drives the Italian horse.
Hungary and Rumania are, of
course, even more impotent as
enemies of our land than Italy.
But it would be folly of the
worst type for anyone to underestimate the might, the resourcefulness, and the unscrupulousness
of the Nazis and the "yellow Aryans" of Japan. Analysts of the
Nazi mind have correctly pointed
out that the power of Hitlerian
warfare is threefold: military, terroristic, and propagandistic. Germany will try by hook and by
crook to undermine our stamina,
to break down our morale. Long
ago her principal spokesmen
boasted that they would attack
us from within as well as from
without. We must be on the alert
against Quislings no less than
against saboteurs, bombers, and
sea-raiders.
Nippon is grimly determined
to carry out what its truculent
premier recently and frequently
chose to call "immutable policies
in the greater East Asia Coprosperity Sphere." The "yellow Aryans" will stop at nothing. Their
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treachery, their perfidy, and their
cruelty are revolting beyond description; their fatalism, their
Shintoism, and their utter disregard of anything smacking even
remotely of honor in international dealings will drive them on to
acts even more contemptible than
their vicious surprise attack on
Pearl Harbor. The Nipponese
have taken more than one leaf
out of the book of Herr Hitler.
They, too, are trying to employ
the strategy of terror.
No, it will not be easy for us
to crush Germany and Japan into defeat; but our determination
to do so will be increased if we
bear in mind that we are locked
in a life-and-death struggle with
governmental systems which are
openly and bitterly opposed to
giving free course to the religion
of Jesus Christ. Naziism is as paganistic in its essence as the ideology which permeates the thinking and the designs of the Nipponese.

Old Nonsense
has been called the
land of many sects, and a
look at the number of denominations listed in the federal
church census reports would bear
out this fact. And new sects are
springing up right along, to catch
not only the lowly and ignorant
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but also the educated and sophisticated, the latter especially if the
sect or cult comes in the guise
of "new thought." The fact that
much of the so-called "new
thought" is "old nonsense" does
not seem to deter many from running after every new religious fanatic who comes along, except
that in the end they wind up as
skeptics or atheists. This observation calls to mind the old farmer who, when asked why his hogs
looked so thin and worn out, replied:
When I lost my voice a year ago
I could not call them to their feed,
so I got a big stick and hammered on
the crib, and they soon learned that
was a call to their corn. They were
doing well until three weeks ago,
when some woodpeckers came in here
and went to pounding on the old
dead trees. My hogs ran in the direction of the noise, thinking it was my
call to their feed. When they came
running and squealing, the frightened woodpeckers would fly to another dead tree, and the hogs would
run to that part of the woods. They
have just about run my hogs to death.

The Influence of the Cinema
the Commonweal, in its
issue of December 12, 1941,
published an article (condensed
in the January Reader's Digest)
by Frederick Sondern, Jr., with
C. Nelson Schrader, in which the
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power of Hollywood's movies to
mold the nation's thinking was
strikingly presented, it touched
upon a subject of most vital importance to all of us. With 85,000,000 Americans attending the
movies weekly the comprehensive tests made by various agencies indicate that the impact of
the cinema on the life of our people is so great that commercial
firms are ready to pay high fees
just to have their wares appear
or mentioned in the pictures.
Just as the hair-do, the brand of
cigarettes, the style of dresses and
hats shown in the pictures are
imitated by millions of people,
so the ideas presented are only
too readily accepted by the majority without further thought.
It goes without saying that censorship as to morals is essential
and must be carefully maintained;
but what is just as important is
to keep the movies propagandafree. Those who are in control of
this important industry will do
well to see to this themselves,
just as they once did by establishing the Hays office. Let Hollywood confine itself to the field
of entertainment, where it legitimately belongs, and beware of
lending itself to propaganda purposes in the fields of politics, religion, and social questions. It
has sufficiently demonstrated that
it has a place in the sun; let it
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cultivate this in the best interests
of our people.

The Question of Liquor
World War I that helped
I towas
remove liquor officially from
T

the national scene and gave us
the notorious arid interlude in
the history of our country which
did not end until the depression
brought on repeal chiefly in order to help us toward economic
recovery. Every thoughtful person connected with the liquor interests in our country knows that
the battle for repeal would not
have been won so easily under
normal conditions. In the present war-time emergency there will
be many temptations to let down
the bars in various ways, such as
wide-open towns in or near camps
and defense areas, the sale of
cheap liquor because of the rising prices and taxes, disregard of
the laws covering the time and
place where liquor may be sold,
the re-establishment of the oldtime saloon, and the like. If the
liquor interests will not themselves see to it that the existing
laws in the interest of control are
observed, they will have no one
to blame but themselves if in the
end an aroused public opinion
will demand that drastic steps be
taken to curtail the sale of spirituous beverages.
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As to the Christian citizen it is
hardly necessary, we hope, to add
that every ounce of his or her influence should be cast into the
balance in the interest of true
temperance, the safeguarding of
our men in the service, and of
our young people everywhere.

A Bright Future for China
are eagerly watching military developments
in China. They are hoping that
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek
and his well-trained army will
administer crushing blows to the
Japanese and will in other ways
prove a powerful link in the
chain of Allied forces which are
gradually closing in on the Axis.
But most Americans may not
know that China is waging another war, a war against herself, a
war against the spiritual darkness
in which she has been shrouded
for four millennia. China is
groping for the truth. We are
moved to say this on the basis
of the enlightening and heartening account of the wide distribution of Bibles in China as reported by Mr. F. S. Stifter, editorial secretary of the American
Bible Society, in his fascinating
book titled Every Man's Book
(Harper & Brothers, 1941). Mr.
Stifter tells us that Generalissimo
Chiang Kai-shek and his radiant
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wife, Soong Mei-ling, are ardent
Christians who, in spite of the
exigencies of the war, spend an
hour every day in the reading
and study of their Bibles. We take
permission to quote also the following:
In the last seven years the Bible
societies have sold in China 51,078,897 Scripture volumes. This is 27 per
cent of all the Bibles or parts of
Bibles sold in the whole world in
that period. To be sure, the great majority of the books sold in China are
Gospel portions- but a Gospel portion to the average Chinese, even sold
at less than cost as most of them are,
is an expensive book. And, by the
way, let us spike at once the base
slander that the Chinese accepts the
Bible and professes an interest in the
Savior it offers, that his rice bowl
might be kept full. The Chinese are
paying for their Bibles, and veritably
wearing them out with much use. It
is a fair assumption that, volume for
volume, the Scriptures are read oftener and with deeper intent in China
than in the United States (p. 72).

Indeed, as Mr. Stifler admits,
as yet less than I per cent of
China's population of 457,000,000 people have probably ever
read a line of the Bible. But he is
fully justified in supposing that
because many of China's political and literary leaders are manifesting a genuine interest in the
Bible, the life of the nation as
such will be benefited by that
interest.
Mr. Stifler Is presenting to

Americans amazing observations.
They ought to fill them with joy
and gratitude. They ought to
stimulate them to supply China
not merely with needed war materials but also with Bibles or
portions thereof. No greater
blessing can come to China than
if her millions find the divine
truth in the Book of the ages and
are guided in their faith, attitudes, and actions by its pronouncements.

Christ or Hider?

G

OD and Nation is the title

of a recently published book
which has been widely circulated
in Nazi Germany, particularly
among the soldiers and those in
labor service camps. Here are
some of the statements it contains:

Christianity has failed and thus
rung in its death hour. Thousands of
bonds tie us to the Christian belief,
but one blow will make us free.
The German faith will not dictate
to anyone his relationship to God.
Everyone seeks his own way. But no
one seeks it in Rome or Jerusalem.
Germany is our holy land. It will be
our religion.
The German has two obligationsearthly and heavenly. As long as he
has two masters-the Fuhrer and the
Savior-he will not find a way to eternity.

Roman Catholic bishops in
Germany have protested strenu-
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ously against such high-handed
dictation. They have declared:
The existence of Christianity and
the Church in Germany is at stake.
Recently a book has been circulated
by the hundred thousands that asserts that we Germans have to choose
between Christ and the German people. With burning indignation we
German Catholics refuse to make
such a choice.

Alfred Rosenberg and men of
his stripe continue to repose implicit confidence in the ability
of the Hitler ]ugend movement
to root out Christianity. He has
expressed his conviction in the
following words:
The Hitler Youth organization is
an absorbent sponge that nothing
can withstand. Furthermore, the development of our teaching-scheme in

schools of all categories is of such an
anti-Christian-] ewish type that the
growing generation will be forewarned against the blackcoat swindle.

Is it necessary to comment at
any length on such bald attempts
by the Nazis to discredit Christianity and its adherents?

Sun's Eclipse
which the Japs dealt
T the blow
U. S. fleet at Pearl HarHE

bor on December 7 also hit the
newborn Chicago Sun where it
hurt most. Just four days previous to the outbreak of war in the
Pacific the Sun had made its first
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appearance, to usher in what
promised to be the journalistic
war of the century-the foe being
the arch-isolationist Chicago
Tribune, and the stake, domination of the morning newspaperfield in the nation's second largest city. The fact that this 1ield
had long been monopolized by
the administration-hating Tribune was rapidly driving the interventionists to the point of
apoplexy. Such a state of affairs,
they averred, could not go on
forever, and they therefore resolved to provide Chicagoland's
reading public with a journalistic counter-irritant. Marshall Field
III agreed to provide the capital
(of which he has no perceptible
lack) , and Silliman Evans was
engaged as publisher.
On December 3 the Sun burst
upon Chicago in a blaze of glory.
The first issue attained colossal
proportion and was garnished
by a plethora of congratulatory
letters, including one to "Dear
Marshall," from the occupant of
the White House. Administration
supporters chortled with glee.
The Tribune girded itself for
mortal combat. After all, it had
already vanquished thirteen other rivals in the morning newspaper arena during its long and
checkered career. But then-the
Sun might be different.
And then came the Japs. With
one fell swoop they eliminated
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the principal issue between the
Sun and the Tribune-the issue
of America's foreign policy. Shadows of gloom gathered over the
Sun's offices. With dismay its
sponsors watched its circulation
plummet from over 500,000 to
less than 300,000, with the bottom apparently not yet reached.
It is bad enough for the Sun
that the difference between it
and the Tribune on America's
war policy is no longer any great·
er than that between Fiddle-dedum and Fiddle-de-dee. But what
is really giving the Sun the knockout blow is the rumor that is
spreading like wildfire, from the
windswept canyons of the Loop
to the storm-tossed shores of
Michigan Boulevard, and even to
the rustic serenity of Cicero,
the devastating rumor that is being bruited among the diminutive
denizens of apartment-skyscrapers, the polyglot urchins of the
foreign quarter, the gilt-edged
young aristobrats of the Gold
Coast, and the chocolate-hued
small fry of the South Side:
"Nix on the Sun! The Tribune's funnies are better."

Is This a Holy War?
statements by leaders
in Britain have emphasized
that in the present war the real
issue is a religious one. Said the
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Archbishop of York in a syndicated article:
The issue at stake in the war is
between two different conceptions of
the nature of man. Is every man and
woman a child of God destined for
eternal fellowship with Him? Or is
the individual no more than a citizen for an earthly state, an episode
in the ever-flowing stream of life?
. . . . The theoretical conclusion is
that the most important political
questions of our times are essentially
theological questions (italics ours).
. . . . So the practical conclusion is
that Christians have today a terrifying load of responsibility to carrythe responsibility of becoming fully
conscious of the tradition entrusted
to us, and of securing its effective
influence in the direction of the present phase of history (italics ours) .

Sidney Park, for seventeen years
editor of Britain's leading religious publication, Church Times,
writes in a similar strain in his
recent book, The Church, Impotent or Triumphant? He tells us:
Christianity is a revolutionary religion or it is nothing. . . . The
church must enthuse the young as
Bolshevism has enthused them in
Russia and Naziism in Germany ....
In an hour of trial, it is instinctive
for men to turn to the church for
guidance from a Higher Being. In the
hardships of early America, the
church was the great force which sustained the nation. But it was a
church of action, a · church which
worked seven days a week. That is
what the church must again become
if it is to be the bulwark of human-
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ity for which the world now cries

out (italics ours) .
To us these statements sound
like the inflammatory eloquence
of Pope Urban II when he
roused Catholic Christendom to
a crusade against the Turks. We
are made to believe that the
Church's most important business
right now is to throw its whole
weight of influence in the direction of spreading the idea that,
unless Naziism is crushed, Christianity cannot survive.
Most assuredly religion does
play a part in this war. The philosophy of Naziism does not permit untrammeled religious freedom, nor does it respect the dignity of the individual human being. But we are not yet ready to
grant that the basic issue in this
war is a religious one. In spite of
all deprecatory and blasphemous
remarks with respect to religion
made by Nazis since the appearance of M ein Kampf, we are still
innocent enough to believe that
economic considerations constitute the real issue in this war.
The Nazis, true to their program
that a people of 65,000,000 needed more elbow room than it possessed in an area not as large as
the state of Texas, set out with
ruthless determination to realize
this program. Associated with
this aim was the determination
to jump trade barriers, which, so
they believed, made prosperity in
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Germany impossible, and by
bloody conquest to acquire access to needed raw materials.
Americans might remember that
the high-walled tariffs which we
built about ourselves in the last
decade did not promote the satisfaction and peace of large nations like Germany and Japan.
Looking a bit farther back into
history, Americans will discover
that the Pilgrim Fathers came to
these shores not because they
'\\·ere in search of religious liberty-they had that in Hollandbut because America seemed to
offer opportunities for economic
improvement, and that American
pioneers did not hesitate to rob
American Indians of their land
for the sake of acquiring more
elbow room and needed natural
resources and raw materials.
We abhor and condemn the
cruel and shameful means to
which the Nazis resorted in order
to realize their program, and we
hope and pray that their ambitions may soon be frustrated.
But we hold that the present war
is not a holy war. If Americans
have taken up arms in this war
for the purpose of preserving religion, specifically Christianity,
they will find themselves disillusioned at the close of this war,
as were those Americans who enlisted in the first World War to
do their bit to make the world
safe for democracy.
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"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
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mean the ideas and ideals of a
given generation, its sensitivity
to right and wrong, its positive
response to good and negative
reaction to evil. The necessity of
introducing the concepts of good
and evil into a definition of culture is, of course, generally denied in the modern world. During the past decade, however,
there has been a steadily growing consciousness of the fact that
the divorce of culture from morality must lead to disaster. When
men lose the vision of the "good"
and "true," they finally lose everything. Today there is greater
justification for at least a partial
equation of the two terms than
at any other time in the history
of man. The fundamental truth
i~ clear: The cultural influences
of our age are in direct and defiant opposition to the message of
the Church. By divine revelation
we know that they can never be
of positive value to the progress
of the Kingdom; but we also
know that some ages are worse

Notes on Cultural Change
cultural atmosC phere ofin athenation
or a world
HANGES

are not marked by stirring events,
marching armies, or emotional
oratory. They appear quietly and
unobserved. Rarely is it possible
to trace their beginnings or isolate their causes. They are the
proverbial camel in the world's
tent. Only when they have come
tv full fruition and their harmful or beneficial effect in the life
of the individual becomes obvious, can they be subjected to
considered judgment. While they
may coincide in time and quality
with changes in the social structure, their influence on the life
and thought of the individual is
even more profound and significant for the work of the Church.
It is therefore especially important for the Christian citizen to
maintain a Scriptural sensitivity
to the cultural changes in his
momentary environment.
The word "culture" is difficult
to define. It may be taken to
10
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than others and that a cultural
atmosphere hostile to the normal
expressions of Christian faith can
dam the channels of the power
of God.

A Pagan Nation
is absolutely necessary for the
Church to see very clearly
that once more it lives in a completely pagan environment. All
the four great marks of a pagan
civilization have reappeared in
the modern world. Basic for the
pagan approach to life, whether
it be in the first or the twentieth
century A. D., is the philosophy
of materialism. Only things matter. Men are the slaves of things.
They worship the goddess Success. Their prophet is Dale Carnegie and their temple is Wall
Street. Honor is measured in
terms of money and men live by
things seen.
The second mark of a pagan
world is Hedonism. A philosophy of life which considers happiness its greatest end inevitably
degenerates into a philosophy of
pleasure. Struggle and pain are
realities to be avoided rather than
conquered. Once more we have
come upon a time of bread and
circuses. Only a sharp realization
of · the necessary sacrifices of war
can bring us to our senses.
The third mark of man's per-
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ennial paganism is Skepticism.
So many voices are clamoring for
belief that a great part of our
world has come to believe in nobody and nothing.
The fourth mark of the pagan
atmosphere in which we live is
Nihilism. Continued skepticism
invariably ends in doubt as to
the value of life itself. This is
especially noticeable in the younger generation and, tragically
enough, in those who are most
sensitive to the insane forces running wild in the modern world.
It is reflected most clearly in our
literature of despair, our novelists of gibberish, and our poets
of "exhausted wells."
Thes~ four marks of a pagan
civilization can be recognized in
almost every phase of modern
culture. Curiously enough, even
the spiritual forces which have
their roots in Christianity have
been paganized. Christianity
alone is responsible for the respect for government in the
Western world. Our modern paganism has transformed it into a
mad nationalism and tribalism.
Christianity gave birth to the
concept of social justice and the
passion for the poor. Both virtues ·have been paganized by
communism and · some ·forms · of
socialism. It is true, of course,
that this form of paganism is seldom obvious. It has been said

I
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that such a nation as America is
pagan not in its words but in its
life. There is still some lip service to the ethics and morality
which the Christian Church has
woven into the texture of Western civilization, but life itself has
long ago moved in the opposite
direction.

Cultural Forces
concerning
twentieth century paganism
must be vindicated by an examination of the individual cultural forces which determine the life
and thought of the individual.
These include literature, education, the theatre, the motion picture, newspapers, magazines, and
music. Even the most casual examination of any one of these
must lead to the conclusion that
they are fundamentally and essentially hostile to the message
and influence of the Church.
Eighty-seven million persons attend the motion picture every
week. Chicago's men, women,
and children spend fifty-six years
a day at motion picture theatres.
While it is true that there has
been some moral improvement
in this great cultural force during the past five years, only the
most incurable optimist can believe that the reformation is permanent. Perhaps more insidious-
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ly dangerous than the actual immorality of the motion picture is
its silence on morals. Silence can
often be as dangerous as outspoken wrong. Nor is the radio much
better. For the first time in the
history of the world man's home
is no longer his castle in the sense
that he can shut out the world
when his doors are locked. The
turning of a little knob will pour
our entire civilization, with all
its lies, vulgarities, and passions,
into the living room of a Christian family. Mass education eliminated illiteracy and has given
millions of men and women the
doubtful boon of being able to
read newspapers and magazines
whose cheapness, vulgarity and
blatant immorality would have
been incredible even fifty years
ago. With the return to realism
in literature in the late nineties
of the nineteenth century, many
modern writers found it highly
profitable to dive into the sewers
of life and bring up everything
they found there. No matter in
what direction the observer may
turn, the cultural atmosphere of
our world presents a picture of
decadence and decay.

Education
the most significant
in determining the
quality of modern culture is the
ERHAPS

P factor

'
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phenomenon of mass education.
During the nineteenth century
the concept of evolution together
with the idea of progress persuaded Western civilization that
all men are educable. Seldom has
a more pernicious fallacy taken
hold of the educational world. It
has geared almost every part of
the educational system to the capacities of the least intelligent.
It has produced the mass mind.
It has exalted the "crowd" into a
position of authority. In his notable volume The Revolt of the
Masses Jose Ortega y Gasset may
present an extreme stateTDent of
the case, but there is much truth
in his words: "The command
over public life exercised today
by the intellectually vulgar is
perhaps the factor of the present
situation which is most novel,
least assimible to anything in the
past. At least in European history up to the present, the vulgar
had never believed itself to have
'ideas' on things. It had beliefs,
traditions, experiences, proverbs,
mental habits, but it never imagined itself in possession of theoretical opinions un what things
are or ought to be-for example,
on politics or literature. What
the politician planned or carried
out seemed good or bad to it, it
granted or withheld its support,
but its action was limited to being an echo, positive or negative,
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of the creative activity of others.
It never occurred to it to oppose
to the 'ideas' of the politician
others of its own, nor even to
judge the politician's 'ideas' from
the tribunal of other 'ideas'
which it believed itself to pos·
sess. Similarly in art and in other
aspects of public life. An innate
consciousness of its limitation, of
its not being qualified to theorize, effectively prevented it doing so. The necessary consequence
of this was that the vulgar never
thought, even remotely, of making a decision on any one of the
public activities, which in their
greater part are theoretical in
character. Today, on the other
hand, the average man has the
most mathematical 'ideas' on all
that happens or ought to happen
in the universe. Hence he has lost
the use of his hearing. Why
should he listen if he has within
him all that is necessary? There
is no reason now for listening,
but rather for judging, pronounc·
ing, deciding. There is no question concerning public life, in
which he does not intervene,
blind and deaf as he is, imposing his 'opinions.'
"But, is this not an advantage?
Is it not a sign of immense prog·
ress that the masses should have
'ideas,' that is to say, should be
cultured? By no means. The
'idea~· of the average man are
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not genuine ideas, nor is their
possession culture. An idea is a
putting truth in checkmate. Whoever wishes to have ideas must
first prepare himself · to desire
truth and to accept the rules of
the game imposed by it. It is no
use speaking of ideas when there
is no acceptance of a higher authority to regulate them, a series
of standards to which it is possible to appeal in a discussion.
These standards are the principles on which culture rests. I am
not concerned with the form they
take. What I affirm is that there
is no culture where there are no
standards to which our fellowmen can have recourse. There is
no culture where there are no
principles of legality to which to
appeal. There is no culture where
there is no acceptance of certain
final intellectual positions to
which a dispute may be referred.
There is no cui ture where economic relations are not subject
to a regulating principle to protect interests involved. There is
no culture where aesthetic controversy does not recognize the
necessity of justifying the work
of art."
The philosophy of modern education has not been able to suggest a satisfactory solution for
the problem of the mass mind.
No man in the history of education has exerted a more vicious

influence on our theories of
knowledge than the father of
modern educational theory, John
Dewey of Columbia University.
Although his influence is now
waning, his insidiously pragmatic approach to life and education
and his emphasis on the innate
goodness of the growing human
being has completely destroyed
the concept of discipline and
largely eliminated morality as a
factor in the training of the
younger generation.
The mass mind in action has
also resulted in the blind worship of Science, especially in its
popularized forms. Almost every
conceivable and inconceivable
nonsense will gain an awed hearing if it approaches the modern
thoughtless mind in the respectable robes of scientific research.
This tragic fault in the cultural
structure of the modern world
has done much to undermine the
influence of the Church.

The Church Against the World
is impossible to deny that the
world in 1942, politically, socially, and culturally, presents a
picture of almost unrelieved darkness. Man's vaulting ambitions
have again ended in dust and
ashes. Science ·and education have
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left him helpless and alone. Once
more man faces the inevitable
blank wall at the end of his mistakes.
Here is the great opportunity
for the Church. The way of God
begins where man's way ends.
Man's blank walls are God's open
doors. It remains for the Church
of the twentieth century to call
sin by name no matter where it
may be found, in high or low
places, in the disguise of culture,
in the halls of the learning, or
in the very atmosphere which we
breathe. The more subtle the approach of sin becomes, the more
the moral sensitivity of the
Church must be sharpened. Since
the Church is the perennial and
only critic of the world, its critical function must be exercised
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with Scriptural firmness and farseeing judgment. The more insidious the approach of the enemy,
the clearer must be the sound of
the trumpet. From pulpits, meeting-rooms, classrooms, publications, and every other high place
the voice of the Church must
speak in reproof and warning.
The issues are clear. Over against
man's inhumanity to man, God's
love; over against moral decay
the living, healthful waters of
the Gospel; over against the
blind appeal to the masses, the
divine emphasis on the dignity
of the individual human soul;
over against the philosophy of
power and blood, the tenderness
of the Christ of the mountainside; over against sin, the forgiveness of the Cross.

The American Bible Society's distribution in the
United States in the first six months of 1941 was 93,682
Bibles, 373,883 Testaments, and 1,567,013 Gospels and
other portions.
The increase over the same period in 1940 was 11,684
Bibles, 223,084 Testaments, and 55,392 portions.
-Bible Society Record7 Vol. 86, October, 1941.

A scholar writes some straight history

From Adam to Hitler?
By E. G.

SCHWIEBERT

twenty-five hundred
years ago there sat in the
marketplace of old Athens an
ugly little man from whose lips
fell words of wisdom anent the
failings of mankind. If we may
believe the words of Plato, his
pupil, Socrates once opined that
human beings were too prone to
assume that a mastery of one field
of learning qualified them to
speak with equal authority in all
others. Nor was this the failing
of the human race in the days of
Socrates alone. Men everywhere
even today are guilty of similar
rash expositions. A man may be
a great explorer, a distinguished
anthropologist, or even a political scientist; he may claim many
distinctions in Who,s Who_, yet
this does not make him ipso facto an authority on Martin Luther, Hulrich Zwingli, or John
Calvin. Certainly we have an excellent case in point in Professor
\V. M. McGovern's recent book,
From Luther to Hitler_, a volume
whose intriguing title catches the
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attention of a confused and perturbed America. In the limits of
this article we can examine but
one aspect of the book. What
chiefly concerns us is the verity
or falsity of the assumptions in
such a revolutionary title.
Upon reading the present valume, a remark of the distinguished Luther scholar, Johannes
Ficker, comes immediately to
mind. This world-famous linguist
and historian observed that he
could not understand how American scholarship hoped to interpret the German Reformation
without a thorough knowledge
of theology as well as of history
and the classical languages. He
felt that unless the research scholar had had adequate training in
these disciplines much of what
Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin
wrote would be beyond the pale
of his comprehension. There is
no question that the age was predominately theological. On this
score McGovern's book stands condemned from the very beginning.

EARLY
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Leopold von Ranke, the father
cf modern history, pointed out

over a hundred years ago that it
must be the objective of every
historian to write as nearly as he
can about the past "as it actually was." To be sure, we have
learned after a century of experimentation that such an ideal can
never be realized.· The more recent opinions of the historian
are perhaps more accurately expressed by Charles A. Beard
when he calls history "refined
thought" in regard to the past.
But to have two distinguished
scholars, such as W. A. Dunning,
in his standard work, A History
of Political Theory from Luther
to Montesquieu (1923), and Professor McGovern, in the present
book based on the political influence of the Reformer's life, arriving at practically opposite
conclusions does not make sense.
Professor McGovern has placed
himself squarely between the
horns of a dilemma. He has either read very little of Luther,
Zwingli, and Calvin in the original and relied almost entirely on
Figgis; or he found himself in
the pitiful position of many of
our distinguished scholars whose
·more learned volumes do not appeal to the public and who have
thus resorted to the unfortunate
practice of prostituting their academic reputations for the sake of
potential sales.
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Instead of Luther why not begin his book with Machiavelli
or Erastus, whose writings seem
to clearly contain the germs of
ltatism and, hence of dictatorship? If Professor McGovern
thinks that the principle of cuius
regio} eius religio was largely the
product of Luther and fellowprinces, he had better acquaint
himself with the researches of
Kurt Kaser, Felix Priebatsch, and
Albert Werminghoff, who have
proven that the action taken at
the first Diet of Speyer was the
result of several centuries of historical evolution. If the author
thinks that Martin Luther was so
politically minded as to be greatly distinguished from John Calvin, he had better examine the
writings of these Reformers
themselves or of Rieker, Kattenbusch, Friedensburg, and others,
who have given us a rather distinct and careful analysis of
Church and State as forces in the
Reformation. We shall now briefly analyze Luther's own political
writings to see how he felt about
these institutions and try to determine if there may be any possible connection between his
views and the modern totalitarians.
THE MEDIEVAL HERITAGE
HE Middle Ages were almost
completely dominated by a
philosophy of "other-worldliness."

T
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Man believed himself to be but think of Church and State in
a pilgrim on earth, journeying to terms of modern reasoning but,
the yonderland. In fact, he did on the basis of Romans 12: 4ff.,
not even know that he lived in I Corinthians 12: 12ff., and Ephethe Middle Ages; modern schol- sians 4: 12ff., believed that the
arship put him there. He be- whole western world was a Chrislieved, on the basis of Daniel 2, tian commonwealth, of which
that there would be but four Christ was the real head. It never
world-empires and t4en the end occurred to him that Church and
of the world. Three of these had State might be viewed as separate
already passed in the Babylo- entities. Unity was absolutely esnian-Assyrian, the Medo-Persian, sential since Christ could have
and the Greco-Macedonian; and but one body. Of course, within
now mankind was in its final · this Christian world there were
world empire, the Roman. To be two points of emphasis, two
sure, it had had different domi- Brennpunkte. The one was the
nant groups, or Trager, as they potestas clavium, or the ecclesia,
have been called; but whether the which looked after man's spirituCaesars, Charlemagne, or the al needs and which might be
German Kaisers were dominant, called Church in a special sense.
it was still the same empire. With The other was the potestas glathe coming of Christianity this dii, or power of the sword, whose
final world-empire had taken on duty it was to restrain the evil in
a new aspect; it had become holy this commonwealth. The former
and, hence, was logically called was represented by Christ's spirthe Holy Roman Empire. Nor itual vicar, the Pope, and the
does this seem so strange when hierocracy; the latter by the emwe remember that the incumbent peror, kings, and princes. If you
of that office was blessed by the stressed the one, it became the
Pope. This Holy Roman Empire Church; if you stressed the other,
continued until 1419, when the it became the State.
Germans renamed it the heiliges
LTHOUGH this fanciful line of
Tomisches Reich deutscher N areasoning may seem fantast ion. With the rising of national
states in England and France it tic to the modern mind, it conseemed scarcely logical to speak tinued to live far into modern
of a universal empire, and yet it history as men felt the Weltchrislived feebly on even through the tentum would not end before the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. second coming of Christ. Yet in
The medieval man did not the meantime both Church and

A
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State began to lose power. By the
end of the fifteenth century neither had much of its former glory.
The Babylonian Captivity and
the Schism had ruined the
Church in the sense of a medieval
hierarchy while the Holy Roman
Empire had been rapidly displaced by national states in
France and England and territorial states in German lands.
The coming of the German
territorial princes is something
quite revealing in German history. It seems that in the days of
the Hohenstaufens the greed for
land, large armies, castles, and
other rights broke up the German Empire into hundreds of little "garden patches." These domini terrae cared little about
their former titles and distinctions as officers of the Empire;
what most concerned them was
real power and independence. It
was also their ambition to bring
the neighboring churchmen under their control. Through special .protection, privileges, and offices these territorial princes succeeded in breaking down the
power of the Empire and the
Church and developing a situation which quite naturally expressed itself at Speyer in the
principle of cuius regio~ eius religio. Little wonder, then, that
Eneas Silvius could write to
Charles VII, "We all have the
same faith as our princes; when
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they worship idolatrous pictures
we shall do the same, and not
only would we deny the Pope but
also Christ if the government insisted upon it." This power of the
princes preceding Martin Luther
is well illustrated by Albrecht
Achilles, of Brandenburg, who
together with his principality had
been placed under an interdict
and, therefore, had been completely cut off from grace. In
this predicament-since the dead
could not be buried by the
Church-he sent a body to the
bishop's house and ordere<l it
kept there until the departed received the proper burial. It was
soon buried.
is obvious, then, that Luther
did not create the power of the
German princes, but that they
were already independent lords
with rights of trade, interest,
prices, weights, coinage, peace,
and war. They had climbed to
positions of prominence on imperial ladders and then become
independent. The clever and gifted emperor, Maximilian, pleaded
in vain with the German princes
in the diets. It is little wonder
that the weaker Charles V could
not do much with Martin Luther
at Worms. Ever since 1356 the
German terri to rial princes had
been running the country, and
the emperor had been a mere figurehead. It was quite natural un-
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der such circumstances that the
princes should have taken the
matters of church reform into
their own hands even before the
reformers were instituting the religious ·reforms of the sixteenth
century. The course of the German reformation in the field of
politics was nothing unusual in
the light of the previous political
history of the German princes.
LUTHER'S VIEWS OF
CHURCH AND STATE
N most of its fundamental
aspects Martin Luther accepttd the political views of the Middle Ages. He knew nothing of
Church and State as they are
viewed by modern students of
history. From Augustine he, too,
accepted the idea of a Christian
commonwealth in which there
were but two forces. The potestas
clavium became, however, an invisible body, especially after the
Reformer came to the conclusion
that the Pope was the Antichrist.
Luther never did place side by
side with the invisible church an
outward organization; but with
reference to the inner organization he retained the medieval
view that extra ecclesiam nulla
salus. Before God all men are
priests. What distinguishes the
clergy from the laymen is their
"office" and not their "rank."
This invisible church has existed
all through the Middle Ages and,
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therefore, his new evangelical organization was but a continuation of the communio sanctorum.
The Christian becomes conscious
of this inward organization only
when he meets others of the same
spirit. With Luther the idea of
Church must actually be a matter
of experience; its members are a
group that assemble only in spirit. In the final analysis it is, then,
a part of the mystical body of
Christ. Luther says that only in
so far as he has Christ he also
has eo ipso the Church.
Thus Martin Luther never did
break with the Catholic conception of the invisible church but
merely cleansed it. He broke with
the Papacy, to be sure; but he
did not destroy the idea of the
unity of the body of Christ. It is
very obvious that Professor McGovern has no clear conception
of the growth of the early Lutheran Church, which he seems
to confuse with an outward organization. Luther did not think
of a separate organization until
he was forced outside the Roman
pale. It seems that he began to
lose hope at the meeting of Augsburg although attempts at winning the whole body of Catholic
Christendom continued until just
shortly before he died. On the
other hand, Charles V had equal
hopes that somehow the schism
might be healed and the erring
Lutherans brought back into the
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fold. The concept of the Lutheran Church as the true visible
church on earth was first expressed by Philip Melanchthon
in 1543 and fully developed in
the Age of the Dogmaticians.
In the political realm Luther
made virtually no changes. He
literally accepted the medieval
conception of the Commonwealth
of Christendom. The fact of the
matter is that he was very little
interested in political thought as
such. He was no political theorist, and whatever political theory
he expresses is taken directly
from the New Testament. It
mattered little to Luther what
form of government one lived
under; it was the Christian's duty to obey the powers that God
had placed over him. ("Render
unto Caesar," etc.)
There are about six important
political writings of Martin Luther, and each was occasioned by
some practical problem which
was presented to him. The first
of these is his well-known treatise, An den geistlichen Adel deutscher Nation von des christlichen
Standes Besserung (Weimar Ausgabe~ VI, pp. 404 ff.). Although
essentially this document is cast
in a typical medieval mold, it differs in a few particulars. After
having pointed out in what respect the clergy are different from
the laity, Luther says that after
the princes have been baptized
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they also have become a part of
the Christian Commonwealth, the
Body of Christ. Their functions,
of course, are different. He claims
that it is false to speak of a worldly government placed under a
higher spiritual government.
Both have their functions in the
Christian Commonwealth. The
Church is to preach the Word,
forgive sins, and control the moral life of Christians; the State
must curb the lives of the wicked.
Should it happen, however, that
the Church became weak and
neglected its duties, then it became the duty of the healthy part
of the Christian Body to correct
the abuses. This latter conception had already been expressed
toward the end of the Middle
Ages, but it became stronger during the German Reformation.
Thus for Luther, Church and
State were a Gemeinleben, ezne
unlOsbare Einheit.
years later, when Martin
Luther was criticized for
his translation of the New Testament by princes of Meissen,
Branden burg, and Bavaria, he replied with his treatise, Von der
weltlichen Obrigkeit, wie weit
man ihr Gehorsam schuldig sei.
(Weimar A usgabe ), XI, pp. 245280.) Here Luther again makes
the distinction between the children of grace and those of this
'"'orld. The former, says he, need
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no government as long as they
live according to their professed
beliefs. The children of the
world, however, need to be
curbed and restrained; hence the
need for the potestas gladii. The
Church, then, serves one group;
the State serves another. The
worldly power has laws which
deal with property, man's body,
and outward possessions; the
Church deals with the soul. No
government, says Luther, has a
right to say what men shall believe. Nor did Luther recede from
the position during the Peasants'
Revolt, as McGovern claims. He
did not change his mind later in
life. Too many of our writers who
condemn Luther with reference
to the peasants do not know the
circumstances under which Luther made these utterances. They
were the equivalent of "fifth column" activities in the name of
religion. When Luther saw the
actual damage that this lawless
band had wrought in his home
country, he knew such banditry
would have to be stopped. It was,
then, not the spiritual side of the
movement which should be the
concern of the government but

the outward destruction of property. This same view is also expressed in the Augsburg Confession in 1530. All through his life
the unity of the Christian Commonwealth remained the basic
assumption in which the powers
of the keys were exercised by a
special group whose Amt was the
care of human souls while the
secular arm, the potestas gladii)
was to correct wrongs such as the
Peasant Revolt and check all
kinds of wickedness which might
war against the Kingdom of God.
Certainly we fail to understand
how Professor McGovern could
see in such a Paulinian conception of the State the beginnings
of modern totalitarianism. Why
begin with Luther if his political
theory is merely borrowed from
the writers of the Middle Ages?
And, on the other hand, why
start with the Middle Ages when
those writers took their ideas
from the New Testament? It is
doubtless much more correct to
base the modern perversity in
Naziism and Fascism on original
sin. Let us, then, go back to Adam
and trace Hitlerism from the very
beginning of the human race.

THE

ASTROLABE
BY

THEODORE GRAEBNER
AND AD. HAENTZSCHEL
I(Fill high with 1·ed Tokay
yon jocund astrolabe!"
-W. IRVING, Salmagundi

DEPLORABLE

looked up "Astrolabe" and discovered the peculiar fitness of the
term as the title of a column in
such a magazine as ours. And
now this grinning caricature, this
fictitious quotation from the
Frithjof's Saga-fictitious and nonsensical-as if astrolabes were a
kind of guitar or ukulele!
Someone has been laying unwashen hands on our column-so
much is sure. Some miscreant
with a fantastic sense of humor
has been active between this office
and the print shop. A search is
under way.
Our apologies to the column
editors and to the confounded
(rightly understood) readers.

The material provided for
the first installment of our
Astrolabe
had gone to the
•
printer. We felt relieved, happy.
Knowing the points on which
the editors of this department
have been observed to conflict,
we had, despite pledges given,
been apprehensive of unseemly
clashes in ad joining columns.
Our fears were unfounded. Here
" ·as a sprightly essay on St. Buddha, and there a record of loveliness in the Smokies. "These
brethren are dwelling together in
sweet comity and reasonableness,"
we said.
Then-that motto!
No doubt our readers had

THE EDITOR.
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AS TO OUR NAME

Some of our readers may
wonder how the name "Astrolabe" came to be chosen
•
for this column and whether
there is any significance to the
choice or whether a mere flair for
the unusual directed it. It is
proper that they should be given
an opportunity to judge.
The name, for one thing, carries real dignity, for astrolabes
are the oldest scientific instruments in the world. The first one
was probably invented by the
great Alexandrian astronomer
Hipparchus, about the year 150
B. C. Astrolabes played an important part in the history of civilization, for till the middle of
the eighteenth century seamen
who journeyed out of sight of
land had to depend on them. Columbus, Vasco da Gama, and
other early navigators knew no
better guide to chart their course
through the wastes of the sea.
There were different types of
the instrument, and some were
most beautifully designed. The
essential part was the alidade, or
sight rule, rotating on a circle
of degrees, which enabled one to
take the altitude of heavenly
bodies. On the more elaborate
astrolabes there was a circular
map of the stars, which also rotated, with pointers showing the
brighter stars and making clear

their relation to each other and
to a zodiacal circle which indicated the sun's position for each
day of the year. By correlating
the different parts of this ingenious mechanism, the seafarer
could find his latitude and the
time of day.
By this time the reader can
probably himself supply the reason for the choice of name for
our column, so that there is no
need of further lengthy explanation. As we travel together on the
ocean of Time, you and we, and
are intrigued, amazed, and perturbed by the manifold happenings and changes that take place
all about us on the great deep,
we, your columnists, will seek
for ourselves and pass on to
you what clearness and orientation we can gleam from the lights
by which alone men can safely
chart their course-the light of
that reason which God gave us
for guidance in earthly concerns
and the celestial light that shines
where reason fades out. And as
the alidade swings through the
whole circle, so shall we feel free
to reach anywhere into the richness of life, with its wonders and
problems, its light and shade, its
laughter and tears.
It is so that we hope to have
our column live up to its name.
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"HOLY NIGHT" IN THE
PUBLIC SCHOOL
"Of course," said my companion on the way home,
"it was all very nice, this
•
singing of the Christmas anthems
and acting out of the Nativity:
but what has a public school to
do with such things? In one way,
I am glad to know that these
children, many from irreligious
homes, in this way learn about
the Incarnation: but should one
not protest against using the public schools for such programs?"
"You mean," I replied, "you
feel that it was a very good thing,
and yet your reason tells you that
it was all wrong-is that it?"
For a while we drove in silence. Then my neighbor spoke
up again. "Don't we say that our
judgments should be guided by
reason and not by sentiment?"
"That depends," I said. "If
your sentiment is right and your
reasoning is wrong, then what?"
At this point my friend became
a. trifle excited with the kind of
excitement, impatience, revulsion that I have been familiar
with these many years whenever
the sacred cow of the "absolute
separation of Church and State"
h questioned. My reply was:
"I see. You believe that absolute separation of Church and
State is not only the law of the
land, but the rule of the New
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Testament." His answer was an
emphatic affirmative. "I find in
the New Testament," I continued, "a very clear and absolute
distinction between the rights or
duties of the State and the rights
or duties of the Church. There
can hardly be a greater contrast.
Yet there may be contrasts without there being opposition."
"Of course; we don't say that
the Church and the State are opposed, otherwise-"
"Then I think we are agreed
on that. It simply means that the
Church has one function and the
State another-essential functions,
I mean, not accidental ones."
"That's right; when the janitor rings the church bells, or
the parish school teaches the U mlauts, that is accidental."
"Just so," I agreed, "and if the
city has built a hospital adjoining our church, we may be told
to cease our bell-ringing. But the
authorities cannot forbid our
minister to teach the New Testament doctrine concerning the
origin of disease and pain. That
is essential."

FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE
"We've gotten away from
our pu?,lic ~chool Christmas
serv1ce, sa1d my compan•
ion. "After all, there are some
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unbelievers in this ward and
some Jewish children. I am positive some of these took part in
the dramatization.''
"Do you suppose they were
compelled to?" I asked.
"Let us suppose they were.
Then what?"
"Then," I rejoined, "I would
say their freedom of conscience
was violated, contrary to the
guarantee in the First Article of
the Bill of Rights. I think I'm
right when I say that the First
Article protects every American
against compulsion in religious
matters.''
"Very good. We are agreed on
that point. But what has a public
school to do with a Christmas
celebration? After all, the thing
is out of place.''
I shook my head. "You are
now using generalities which to
me are devoid of meaning. Why
out of place? Who says so? The
superintendent of schools did not
say so. Nor the principal. Nor
the teachers. Nor the parents.
Certainly not the children. Certainly not the 600 people who
attended. Can this be a case of
everybody being out of step except father?"
For a time there was silence.
"You seem to settle things by
majorities, or public opinion, or
something," opined my companion at last.

"Exactly," I replied. "In the
conduct of our affairs as a people, that is what counts, so long
as no right of conscience is violated. You see," I added, "this is
a Christian country-"
"Oh, no," said my friend-and
his name is Legion, I suppose"this country is not Christian,
nor ever will be, and if it were,
our Constitution would prohibit
our using compulsion in spreading the gospel."
"You are absolutely right. This
is not a Christian country in the
sense of certain well-meaning fanatics who have for long, some
thirty or forty years, been agitating for the inclusion of a confession that 'Jesus is God and is
King of this republic' into the
Constitution of the United States.
That is the so-called 'Christian
Amendment.' But in another
sense this is a Christian country,
and it is the most natural thing
in the world that high Christian
festivals are given recognition in
our public institutions. You
should read Zollmann.''
The evening was still young,
and so I invited my friend to
spend an hour with me over
Zollmann. I mean Carl Zollmann's
·American Church Law~ the first
hundred pages.
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RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
This is what we found. The
constitutions of the United
States and of the various
•
states guarantee to every inhabitant perfect toleration of religion,
freedom of conscience, the right
of the individual to worship God
according to his own preference.
That there is no absolute freedom of religion-as little as there
is absolute freedom of speech and
of the press-is pointed out by
reference to the laws against religious frauds.
Now as to our relation to
Christianity. Mr. Zollmann relates
the origin of the maxim that
"Christianity is a part of the law
of the land." This simply means
that since the great body of the
American people are Christian in
sentiment, our laws and institutions "must necessarily be based
upon and embody the teachings
of the Redeemer of mankind."
Therefore, says Zollmann-who is,
by the way, the recognized national authority on this subject"therefore the spirit of Christianity has infused itself into and has
humanized our law, has been interwoven with the web and woof
of the state government, is regarded as the parent of good government, the sun which gives to
government all its true light, and
enters in no small degree into
the ascertainment of social du-
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ties." Christianity has been declared to be "the alpha and omega of our moral law," and "the
power which directs the operation of our judicial system." All
these thoughts are supported by
official decisions. "It is simply
not true that we are a nation
without religion; but we are a
nation free from ecclesiastical
despotism. We are not a nation
without churches, but we are a
nation of free churches. We are
not a nation whose Christianity
is filtered through intolerant ecclesiastical establishments, but we
are a nation whose Christianity
flows freely from the hearts of a
great and free people."
Our author next points out
that this maxim, that Christianity is part of American law, "is
not in any manner inconsistent
with the great American doctrine
concerning the separation of state
and church. A distinction must
be made between a religion preferred by law and a religion preferred by the people without the
coercion of the law . . . .I The
declaration that Christianity is
part of the law of the land is a
~ummary description of an existing and very obvious condition
of our institutions. We are a
Christian people, in so far as we
have entered into the spirit of
Christian institutions, and become imbued with the sentiments
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and principles of Christianity."
In other words, Christianity is a
part of the law in the same sense
in which the almanac or parliamentary law are said to be part
of it.
It is therefore no violation of
American principles when thanksgiving or fast days are appointed;
when chaplains are dedgnated
for the Army and Navy; when
legislative sessions are opened
with prayer or the reading of the
Scriptures. And Mr. Zollmann remarks, after quoting from Judge
Cooley, one of the greatest constitutional lawyers of modern
times: "This is a fit illustration
of the fact that the 'separation
of church and state' of which
theological writers dream is certainly not as complete as they
imagine."
We went through all this and
my friend was impressed. Those
who survey the evidence are always impressed. But being impressed and being convinced are
two different things.
"Still," said my visitor, as we
closed the book, "when I heard
that choir from Cleveland High
School sing the Christmas chorales over Station KFUO yesterday, interspersed with the Nativity story from Luke, I thought
this was all wrong, no matter
how beautifully it was done. The
public school belongs to Chris-

tians, atheists, and Jews alike-"
"Very true," I nodded, "but
you forget one thing. This is a
Christian land, not atheistic, or
Buddhist, or Mohammedan, or
Jewish. And if those folks don't
like to attend the Christmas program in a public grade school,
they can stay home, and their
children can stay home. That
much the Bill of Rights guarantees them. And if they don't like
a high school recital in Christmas week, there is no Gestapo
agent standing over them with a
revolver compelling them to tune
in. They can turn off the radio.
!<'or that right we fought in 1776,
and I honestly believe we are
fighting for it in 1942."

TOO REAL
The Washington Star tells
this story from "down below," among the antipodes.
•
A group of volunteer ambulance
service girls at Christchurch, New
Zealand, needed someone to practice on. A certain patriotic man
agreed to serve as a pretended
casualty. The girls very neatly
bandaged his mythical injury,
but then a touch of genuineness
was given to the proceedings, for
they dropped him and broke a
leg for him. With profuse apologies and in a most professional
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manner they placed him on a
stretcher and slid the stretcher
into an ambulance, but not quite
far enough, so that when they
slammed the door on his head
they knocked him out. However,
they succeeded in getting him to
the hospital in one piece. When
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the man came to, he called for
the works of Schopenhauer, the
woman-hater, and began to read
them assiduously, and whenever
a nurse came within twenty feet,
he threw a book at her.

Lincoln and Missions
Abraham Lincoln once belonged to a missionary society. Several years ago there appeared an article in The
Christian Advocate by Anna Onstott, which told of the
documentary evidence of this little known fact. In 1861
Abraham Lincoln paid twenty dollars and became a
Life Member of the missionary society of the Foundry
Methodist Church, Washington, D. C. In 1863, paying
$150, he became a Life Director. The original certificate
has been found, as well as the records that establish the
facts. "Thus, we have proof of the closest link in the
religious life of Abraham Lincoln with any church."
Lutheran Companion.

Mark Twain's Advice to a Young Writer
I notice that you use plain, simple language, short
words and brief sentences. That is the way to write English-it is the modern way and the best way. Stick to it;
don't let fluff and flowers and verbosity creep in. When
you catch an adjective, kill it. No, I don't mean utterly,
but kill most of them-then the rest will be valuable.
They weaken when they are close together. They give
strength when they are wide apart. An adjective habit,
or a wordy, diffuse, flowery habit, once fastened upon a
person, is as hard to get rid of as any other vice.

~ AND MUSIC

MAKERS

Some Thought-Provoking Questions
[Continued]

BY

WALTER

IN

WESTERN

HANSEN

Mr. Lang, who is Associate
rrofessor of Musicology at Columbia University, deals thoroughly and well-nigh exhaustively with the place of the tonal art
in Occidental civilization since
the days of the Greeks of old;
Messrs. Brockway and Weinstock,
who, two years ago, completed an
unusually fascinating book, called
Men of Music, turn a powerful
spotlight on one highly important and exceedingly controversial form of composition.
Music in Western Civilizati'o n
drenches the reader with profound learning and provocative
convictions. It does so without
ostentation, and, as a rule, without ponderousness. Mr. Lang is
not a master-stylist; but he is always sure-footed in his writing.
Although his pronouncements are
often categorical, they are founded on much thought and on
painstaking research.

Is the intensive study of music and
its history on the decline in our
country, or is it forging ahead?
f\ At the present writing I know
- - of no better way to answer
this question than by discussing
and recommending two recently
published books: ·
MUSIC

A.

CIVILIZA-

By Paul Henry Lang. W.
,tV. Norton & Company, New
York. 1941. 1, 107 pages. Ill ustrated. $5.00.
THE OPERA: A His tory of Its
Creation and Performance: 16001941. By Wallace Brockway and
Herbert Weinstock. Simon and
Schuster, New York. 1941. 603
pages. Illustrated. $3.75.
In many respects these two
books are diametrically different
in character; yet both reflect
scholarship of a high order, and
both are invaluable contributions
to the steadily growing literature
pertaining to music.

TION.
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The authors of The Opera
write, for the most part, in what
is commonly called a light style.
J n more than one paragraph they
are studiedly airy. It is evident
that they are, at times, too consciously intent upon avoiding
heaviness in their discussions.
Both books have one thing in
common: they goad the reader
into thinking for himself. As you
wend your way through the declarations and the interpretations
they contain, you will, in all likelihood, receive more than one
blow in the solar plexus; but you
will be all the wiser for the pummeling even if you are not always
convinced that the authors have
solid ground beneath their feet.
Some of the statements to be
found in Mr. Lang's book have
hit me violently between the eyes.
I wonder, for example, whether
it is entirely justifiable to speak
of Johannes Brahms's Fourth Symphony as "archaic." To l;>e sure,
Brahms used the time-honored
ciacona form in the concluding movement of this work; but
would it be defensible to speak
of a poem, let us say, as archaic
if it happens to be cast in meters
identical with those used centuries ago by Horace? I do not know
whether Mr. Lang agrees with
those scholars who maintain that
the brief theme of the Finale of
Brahms's Fourth is a chromatic
transformation of a ground-bass
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used in Bach's cantata, Nach Dir}
Herr} verlanget mich; but even if
he did believe that Brahms went
to Bach for the foundation of the
magnificent ciacona} would it, for
this reason, be altogether logical
to conclude that the movement is
"archaic" or "baroque"?
Mr. Lang surely knows that
learning sometimes has a tendency to get the better of wisdom,
and I suspect that a consideration
of this pertinent truth induced
him to state that
the man who wrote it [the ciacona]
was one of the great German masters
of the art of variation, who from his
northern homeland had brought with
him the memories of the orchestral
suites with their wind and string
choirs, the big organs of Lubeck and
Hamburg Cathedrals, the robust, fantastic, and lordly art of Buxtehude,
Reinken, and Bach, to weld them in
his new home with the fine-grained
symphonic writing of the Viennese
school.

Naturally, a debate concerning
the existence or the non-existence
of archaic elements in Brahms's
Fourth is by no means earthshaking in its implications. I have
adverted to the matter at some
length in order to show that
Mr. Lang's discussions stimulate
thought and often cause sharp
questioning to rise up in the
minds of sensitive and discerning
readers.
The learned author causes me
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to knit my brow in emphatic disagreement when he declares that
in Brahms classicism became "a
beautiful gesture, whereas in Beethoven it was fulfillment and synthesis." I cannot subscribe to the
first part of this assertion; neither can I rhyme the "whereas"
portion with what I think I know
about Beethoven's Ninth and
about some of the great master's
piano sonatas and chamber music.
On the other hand, I agree
whole-heartedly when I read that
Mr. Lang says of some of Tchaikovsky's works that they came
from

a tragically perturbed soul, deeply
stirred yet curiously bombastic, sincere yet overwrought, lacking the
strength that is the result of artistic
discipline, but withal musician to the
core.

I myself have been excoriated
without mercy for writing in a
similar vein about Tchaikovsky.
Mr. Lang ruffles my feathers
when he asserts of Gustav Mahler:
With monastic devotion he tried
to give form and shape to all the contradictory instincts of his time, but
all he could summon was an almost
religious sincerity which cannot be
challenged by the grandiloquence,
and even hysterical Titanism, that
often mars his best efforts.

There is, I am confident, an
overdose of undiluted tosh in this

somewhat dogmatic pronouncement. Nevertheless, the verdict is
thought-provoking-as thoughtprovoking as the following declaration by Messrs. Brockway and
Weinstock about Wagner's writing:
The Ring is necessarily a most
spotty performance, rather like a
transcontinental journey from New
York to California, with all the variability of landscape, unfortunately so
much of it poor.

Shortly after receiving copies
of The Opera and Music in
Western Civilization something
prompted me to ask, "Will these
two books agree or disagree in
their judgment of, let us say,
Georges Bizet's Carmen?" So I
turned to Messrs. Brockway and
Weinstock and listened spellbound as they told me:
Here is as nice a balance of musical
and dramatic elements as can be
found in · opera: they add up to a
perfect work of art. In neatness of
statement, variety of expression. and
poignancy of conclusion, Carmen is
unsurpassed.

Then I reached for Mr. Lang's
book, and here is what it said:
Carmen will remain one of the
greatest creations of the musical
stage, for it is the ideal drama, enjoyed by connoisseur and uninitiated
alike.

Bravo!
What of the future of music?
Mr. Lang declares that

I

Great scenery makes great photographs. In and around
Denver, the amateur photographer has a constant
holiday. Visitors to the mile high city are completely
enthralled by the majestic scenes in the mountains.
This is the famous :M ount of the Holy Cross, appropriately selected by the Lutheran Walther League as
the symbol of its 1942 Convention.

U. S. 40 has become more than just a highway number-it is a symbol of the great bands of splendid
roads which bind the Nation into a splendid and
efficient unity.
Here the great highway crosses the Continental
Di,·ide at an elevation of 11.~15 feet.

Pike's Peak is a real symbol of the grandeur of
America's mountain scenery. It is only one of the
more than fifty peaks of an elevation in exc<'ss of
14,000 feet "·hich make Colorado famous.

Grand Lake is the highest yachting anchorage in the
" ·orld. It has an altitude of nearly 9,000 feet and is
the largest natural body of water in Colorado.

I

Denyer has tried to hold the simple beauty of the
great outdoors also in the miclst o( its thoroughly
urban community. The City Park, with the mountains
as a magnificent backdrop, is famous throughout the
cnuntry for its charm.

Great highways are becoming more common all over
.\merica. but there is none that ran compare with
the Trail Ridge Road in Rocky Mountain National
Park. It runs along the top of the Continental Divide
at an elevation of 12,000 feet or more and offers a
breath-taking view o( the greatest array of 14.000
foot peaks in the entire lTnited States.

The Civic Center of Denver is one of the real urban
beauty spots in America. This, the City Hall, stands
opposite the State Capitol and has the Rockies for a
background.

Snow Mass Lake, twelve miles from Aspen, has been
called Nature's Mirror. In this rare photograph only
the deeper shade distinguishes the reality from the
reflection.
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artistic creation requires pos1t1 ve
mental forces, and the greatness of
the modern creative artist depends
on whether he has the power to overcome the volcanic upheaval of the
times without being consumed.

He is not in sympathy with the
reasoning propounded in Oswald
Spengler's "fanatically cruel and
brilliant" The Decline of the
Hlest (1918). Spengler, who foreshadowed, and even anticipated,
much of the lurid ranting of the
Hitler-Gobbels camp,
offers a solution, but his remedy, des-
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pite the brilliant writing and compositiOn, is repellent, for it is not
only purely materialistic and antiintellectual, but emphasizes the animalistic in man, the "triumph of
blood," the superiority of the "race."
This would lead us back to the collectivism of the masses, this time synonymous with "race," whereas salvation can come only from the freedom
of the individual; for freedom means
differentiation and independence of
mind, it creates individuals, whereas
any form of social regimentation calls
for uniformity of civilization, limiting
individual inventiveness, killing art.

RECENT RECORDINGS
CEsAR FRANCK. Symphony in D M inor. The San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra under Pierre Monteux.A reading which has thrilled your
reviewer to the very marrow. No
matter how well you may know
Franck's great symphony, the performance under the direction of
M. Monteux will, I am sure, reveal
to you new facets of its abiding
power and beauty. Victor Album
840. $5.50.
BASIL SERGEIVICH KALINNIKOV. Symphony No.1, in G. Minor. The Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra under Fabien Sevitzky.-During the
past thirty years I have seen nothing more phenomenal in music
than the rapid development of the
orchestra of Indianapolis into one
of the finest organizations of its
kind in our country. Kaliimikov's

rarely played symphony is richly
melodious and Russian to the very
core. Victor Album 827. $4.50.
GREAT SoNGS OF FAITH. "He Shall
Feed His Flock" and "He Was Despised," from Handel's The Messiah; "But the Lord Is Mindful of
His Own," from Mendelssohn's St.
Paul; "0 Rest in the Lord," from
Mendelssohn's Elijah; and "All Is
Fulfilled," from Bach's St. john
Passion. Marian Anderson, contralto, with the Victor Symphony Orchestra under Charles O'Connell.To hear Miss Anderson, the great
Negro contralto, sing the songs of
Handel, Mendelssohn, and Bach is
to come under the spell of artistry
so chaste, so refined, and so powerful in its impact upon the heart
that mere words, no matter how
carefully chosen, can never do· it
justice. Victor Album 850. $3.50.

READ NOT TO CONTRADICT AND CONFUTE-NOR TO BELIEVE
AND TAKE FOR GRANTED-BUT TO WEIGH AND CONSIDER

All unsigned reviews are by members of the staff

No Faith
FAITH FOR TODAY. By Stanley
High, Frank Kingdon, Gerald G.
Walsh, S.J., Louis Finkelstein,
Ph.D., Swami Nikhilananda. Doubleday, Doran and Co., New York.
1941. 266 pages. $2.00.
president of Town
G
Hall, Inc., asked five religious
leaders to give a lecture apiece "stressEORGE DENNY,

ing the common denominators rather
than placing emphasis on the differences of which they were all aware in
their respective creeds." The purpose
was to furnish people "some common
denominators for a faith for today,"
to which they could add their "own
personal convictions and preferences"
to suit their own spiritual needs. The
book consists of amplified versions of
these lectures as they were given in
Town Hall.
The lecturers are, in order: two
Protestants, a Catholic priest, a Jewish rabbi, and a Hindu swami. The
priest, the rabbi, and the swami run
true to type; but the two Protestants
can be regarded as representatives of
Protestantism only on the theory that

Protestantism is what Logic knows as
a residual class-a sort of box into
which one puts any odds and ends
that cannot be accommodated elsewhere. According to this method of
classification, a man who is not a
Catholic, a Jew, a Hindu, or an atheist must be a Protestant-for what
else have you?
Stanley High, in what the blurb
calls "his brilliant contribution," appeals to Americans to defend their
religion against the attacks leveled at
it by the Nazis. What is that religion?
It culminates in two sacred affirmations: ''I'm good and I've got what it
takes," and "He's good [our remotest
American neighbor]. He's got what it
takes." "Americans, with that kind
of religion reviving in them, are no
more likely to be stopped by Nazism
than their ancestors, similarly armed,
were stopped by the British or the
wilderness."
ITH

this unique piece of "Prot-

estantism" out of the way,
W
Frank Kingdon makes the second
"Protestant" contribution. He writes
earnestly and smoothly, and some of
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his points are very well taken; but
what he offers as religion is not
drawn from the Bible. For him the
world-process is "God's own struggle for complete self-expression" and
"self-realization," through which He
is striving "to achieve the full perfection of His own being." That kind
of religion was sired by Hegel.
Father Walsh blows a trumpet that
gives no uncertain sound, neither in
so far as he is a Christian nor in so
far as he is specifically a Catholic. He
insists on the need of acknowledging
"the havoc wrought by sin" and "the
great act of redemption wrought
through love on the cross" by "Jesus
Christ, true God and true man."
A strange thesis is set up and defended by Rabbi Finkelstein, namely,
that both modern democracy and
modern science are of Jewish origin.
He pleads "for every faith to help
preserve all faiths."
The Swami offers a highly rarefied
account of self-righteous Hinduism,
including a defense of idolatry. His
judgment on interreligious relations
is: "Mere toleration is not enough.
Positive reverence for the ideals of
other religions is necessary"-including, we take it, their idolatries. We
quite agree with him that a Christian
who accepts his guidance will become
convinced "that he is not born in sin
and shapen in iniquity"-that he will,
in fact, become a self-righteous Pharisee who feels no need of a Savior.
In a Postscript, George Denny tries
to dig out the "common denominators." The first seems to him to be:
"Faith in God as Spirit, Creator, and
Ruler of the universe." He evidently
forgot that the Swami asserted (p.
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191) , "God is the Manifester of the
universe and not its Creator." Even
Denny's cautious admission that he
lists the denominators "subject to interpretation" is hardly elastic enough
to leave room for the Swami on this
showing.
With Father Walsh, we are unwilling "to accept any form of 'common-denominator' creed or code.'' We
find ourselves, however, in hearty accord with one important point that
Denny repeatedly makes, namely,
that reason is powerless "to explore
the mysteries of the universe beyond
purely physical relationships." He
writes, "Faith for today must be
based upon awarenesses that touch
human consciousness beyond a rational function which is essentially earthbound." That is in full agreement
with Scripture; and we are assured
that if Denny and others will approach the sacred Word in that spirit,
they will find something better than
common denominators with idolatry,
namely Him who is the only hope of
mankind and the one Mediator between God and man.

Apologia Pro Vita Sua
OPINIONS OF OLIVER ALLSTON. By Van Wyck Brooks. E.
P. Dutton & Co., New York. 1941.
309 pages. $3.00.
AN WYCK BROOKS,

the literary his-

V torian, offers in his latest book
an apology for his way of life, an assortment of theses on the function of
criticism, and, last of all, an excursion into political theory. On this
latter point Mr. Brooks must have
spent some brooding hours since it
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was just a year or so ago that he is but beyond that . . . . nothing at
found himself a fellow-traveller with all. We have neither immediate or
Stalin, Molotov & Co. He severed remote aims, and in our soul there is
the relationship in time.
a great empty space." The pity is that
Oliver Allston, thinly disguised as Allston [Brooks] had to wait until
Van Wyck Brooks, is presented as this decade to make mch an observaa recently deceased literary critic tion. Ten or fifteen years ago the
through the means of his journals American literary scene could have
and letters. Opinions is a remarkable benefited immeasurably from such a
exhibition of Brooks' wide reading candid statement. Our Edmund Wilhabits. One finds, on rough count, sons and 1oseph Wood Kru tches did
some four hundred writers, poets, point out the feverish interest in
painters, critics and philosophers technique; but they offered neither
quoted or discussed with an air of a candid criticism of such a method
charming familiarity. For this reason in creative work, nor did they indialone one ought to welcome Van cate the inevitable emptiness which
Wyck Brooks' latest work because lit- would follow such an interest.
erary historians and critics are all too
rare nowadays.
N order to instil faith again into
It is the last half of the book which
writers Allston [Brooks] calls for
ought to be required reading for a new faith in human nature, the
every one interested in the develop- type of faith one finds in a Tolstoy
ment of American thought and writ- or a Whitman. Believing that good
ing. Discussing the prestige of writers outlives evil, Allston [Brooks] feels
like 1oyce, Eliot, and Ezra Pound, that the fund of human goodness is
Allston [Brooks] believes that it is large, nay unlimited. He believes that
their "formal originality" that has all great writers had an abiding faith
given them prestige in an age which in "the destiny of human kind." Beis interested mainly in technique. In cause many modern writers felt disbestowing such prestige upon these illusionment after the First World
writers and a host of others the larger War, they became the apostles of
questions were forgotten or ignored. despair and cynicism. Such continued
The influential modern writer was negativism would mean the downfall
given every sort of acclaim even of all that was good and true.
though he seemed to rejoice in disThey lived with their fixed ideas in
integration and enervation. These
writers, despite their technical vir- a vacuum; they were the victims of intues, did destroy faith and the will to breeding, poisoning one another with
make the world a place worth living their despair, and poisoning society also;
and they had come to represent the
in. "We cannot let their influence
suicide of the human spirit of which
go unchallenged," says Allston. What
Europe was the monstrous illustration.
Archibald Macleish said in The IrSome of this is profound truth,
rcsponsi b les~ Allston [Brooks] states
more eloquently. "We paint life as it and some of it is poppycock. The dis-
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illusionment of many of the writers
of the post-war decades was a pose
and a direct reflection of a fashionable godlessness and immorality fostered by a group of psychologists
and philosophers who conveniently
shelved all moral standards. The emptiness of their thought was startlingly
revealed in the Thirties, when the
writers of the Twenties flocked to the
Marxian banner only to desert that
standard after the Moscow-Berlin
pact of 1939. Human nature is not
such an undeviating standard and
fulcrum of thought and action as
Allston [Brooks] would have us believe. One ventures to state that placing trust in abiding human qualities
is apt to end in bitter disillusion.
One also doubts whether Tolstoy and
Dostoyevski, two writers cited by Allton [Brooks], used that trust as a motivating force toward great thought
and conduct. Did not these writers,
as well as all primary writers, work
with a fixed standard of morality in
the background?
The chapter on communism offers
a fascinating footnote to an amazing
period in American literary history.
Most Americans have a congenital
urge to crusade or to remake the
world. Even Allston [Brooks] could
not avoid the promptings of that
urge. The result of following this
typically- American spirit was a tarring at the hand of the Marxist
brush. The U.S.S.R. offered a living
example of what could be done to
better the world. Facts were disregarded. The urge and the theory
were the important matters. When
Hitler and Stalin shook hands, the
American literary boat was given a
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terrific rocking; and many writers
suddenly found themselves lost.
To avoid that lost feeling Allston
[Brooks] counsels a return to nationalism and regionalism. He urges writers to use their immediate environment, Sioux City or Tallahassee, as
material and as a fixed focus.
It is better to be a living fact than
an optical illusion, better to be unhappy
in Tennessee than a mouthless and
meaningless phantom floating about the
Riviera.

Young writers are urged to consult
this collection of opinions. VanWyck
Brooks offers in concise form what
one can find in multitudinous detail in French and American critics.
If nothing else, he will at least whet
the reader's appetite for more reading in critical literature.

Prize Novel from the Andes
BROAD AND ALIEN IS THE
lVORLD. By Ciro Alegria. Translated from the Spanish by Haqiet
de Onis. Farrar & Rinehart, New
York. 1941. 434 pages. $2.75.
HE

Indian Rosendo Maqui loved

T the broad spaces and the magnificent grandeur of the Andes. From
one of the foothills of Father Rumi,
a peak of blue rock, he often gazed
at snow-covered Urpillau, rough Huarca, serried Huillac, crouching Puma, pudgy Suni, and pastoral Mamay.
Sometimes he attributed to them all
the shapes and characters imaginable.
Father Rumi especially was his; he
understood its physical and spiritual
secrets.
The village of Rumi lay in a valley. It was an agricultural community
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of a few hundred Indians and halfbreeds who lived in a society that
must be labeled primitive and civilized. Each house had its own garden
patch, sown with lima beans, cowpeas, and cabbages. The community
had its fields of wheat, of corn, and
of potatoes. _E ach day a cowherd
drove the cows to pasture. After the
harvest there was a roundup of the
community livestock. After the roundup there was the threshing day. Upon
the earth and its products the villagers of Rumi built their hopes.
"And for them the earth and its
products were, first of all, a creed of
brotherly love." Though they knew
only the simple elements of law,
though they could not read and write,
they saw to it that no member of the
community was in want, that petty
offenders were punished, and that the
boundaries of their town were defended in the Court of First Resort
of the Province, where writing on paper bearing the seal of the Peruvian
Republic had much influence. At regular intervals the villagers elected
four selectmen and a mayor or gave
a vote of confidence to those in office.
The governing board. always did its
best to maintain the integrity and the
dignity of the village.
It was during the old age of Mayor
Rosendo Maqui that the Indians, who
worked willingly, laughing and singing, had the results of their work
torn from them. Don Alvaro, white
ranchman, brought suit against the
village [a matter of boundary lines]
in order to acquire more land and
serfs for mines and fields. The land
he obtained, but the Indians moved
to barren land farther up the moun-

tains to continue tilling the soil. Even
there they were not safe, for eventually the trickery of greedy men and
the corruption of provincial officials
brought soldiers to quell "revolt."
ROAD

and Alien Is the World is

B the story of the disintegration of
the community of Rumi by forces from
the outside; and that story in itself
is a masterpiece, moving the reader
from agrarian tranquillity to the
crack of the Mausers. One understands the people and their soil, and
one appreciates that the spread of
industrialized ranching by unscrupulous men could have only one result.
What the reader does not understand is why Senor Alegria, with a
fine opportunity for achieving unity
of plot, permitted himself the luxury
of loose structure. Time and again
the main narrative is interrupted to
tell the stories of Benito Castro, who
became tired of looking for work and
joined the army; of Amadeo Illas,
who found work on a coca plantation, where hard labor and sickness
weakened him; of Augusto Maqui,
who found work in the rubber jungle, where he lost his eyesight; of
Doroteo Quispe, who joined a bandit
band. These interruptions the reader
sees as part of an artistic plan; for
these stories show that the world is
broad and alien, and these emigrating villagers stand in contrast to those
who remained in the community.
But what of the dozen anecdotes
and a dozen more short tales of other
villagers? One decides that many episodes serve no direct end either in
advancing the narrative or in picturing life in Peru or in showing the im-
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pact of the worst white men on
primitive people. In short, the author
had much to say, and he was unable
to omit many episodes, admirable
enough in themselves, which are simply Peruvian and not a part of his
fictional scheme.
Senor Alegria writes with passion
and inspiration of things dear to the
men of the Andes. His descriptions
of Demetrio, the flute-player, and of
Anselmo, the harpist, and of their
music, lend weight to his assertion
that music is the favorite art in these
mountains. His sympathetic exposition of Indian folklore is rich and
satisfying.
Broad and Alien Is the World is an
entertaining novel, winner of the Latin American Prize Novel Contest,
and it should do much toward giving
Americans a better understanding of
Peru. However, when one looks at it
as a work of imaginative art, he regrets the failure of the author to provide all the parts of the book with
adequate relations.

Warning from the Past
CENSORSHIP 1917. By James R.
Mock. Princeton University Press,
Princeton, N. J. 1941. 250 pages.
$2.50.
ITH

war clouds again rising

W higher and higher in the American sky, the experiences of the last
war assume new significance, and the
lessons that they could teach become
highly important. James Mock has
set himself the task of detailing the
history of American provisions for
censorship, especially after we became
involved in 1917. While he does not
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question the necessity of censorship
in time of war, he carefully points
out perils that have, as a matter of
record, arisen out of its application.
The author's position as a member of
the staff of the National Archives
gives him ready access to a wealth of
official records; and his study of these
records he has rounded out through
personal contact with men who were
intimately concerned in the matters
under discussion.
After outlining the history of censorship in America before 1914, Mock
shows how, step by step, "of all rights
guaranteed citizens of the United
States, the World War" abrogated
"all but those concerned with property." Gradually official machinery
was set up and perfected to censor, in
the interest of the national war effort,
all the various means of communication: cables and telegrams; the correspondence and reading matter of
members of the armed forces; the
mails; newspapers and other periodicals; books; movie films; public addresses. Details are given concerning
the measures that were taken to make
the control effective in the different
fields, the obstacles encountered, and
the enforcement of the regulations in
particular cases. The book is a treasury of information on its subject.
However, the author's purpose is
not exhausted by providing a painstaking piece of historical research: he
also feels it his duty, as already indicated, to warn his fellow citizens
against the danger that is inherent in
wartime censorship. "The lasting
threat to America's democratic government is in the carryover into
peacetime of repressive measures in-
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stituted during war." That this is not
a visionary danger is proved by the
fact that since the last war certain
agencies, political and otherwise, have
"employed censorship ideas and techniques against their domestic foes under the guise of protecting the institutions of the United States and the
American way of life, without carefully defining the latter."
Therefore "Americans, remembering the evils of the censorship carryover from World War I, should steadfastly resolve, in the midst of whatever crises, that with the end of the
crisis civil liberty in this country shall
have a new birth. If repression continues after the war is over, we shall
have lost the very ideal for which we
fought."

Charm and Color
THE MAN ON MY BACK: An
Autobiography. By Eric Linklater.
The Macmillan Company, New
York. 1941. 341 pages. $3.25.
HIS

the most recent of Eric

Linklater's productions-other
T
works of his are White Man's Saga,

Poet's Pub, juan in America, Ben
Jonson and King ]ames, Men of Ness,
and Mary Queen of Scots-is an autobiography of rare charm. The author,
a native of the Orkney Islands, tells
of his ancestry and boyhood days, his
experiences in the World War as a
member of The Black Watch, his life
at the University of Aberdeen as student and as instructor, his stay in
Bombay as assistant editor of The
Times of India, his travels in Persia,
the region of the Black Sea, the border of Tibet, and the United States.

Mr. Linklater is profoundly interested in human beings. Though his
penetrating eye never fails to catch
the differentia of a given locality and
though his facile pen with singular
accuracy conveys his sense impressions, local color is for him only the
canvas against which he paints human portraits. His characters, always
well done, possess such lovable quiddities that one is driven to believe
with Linklater in the truth of the
Norse proverb, "Bare is his back who
has no brother." The title of the
book is derived from this proverb.
Space permits only one illustration of
Linklater's matchless art of introducing and depicting character. We have
chosen the following: (Musicians interested in biography please take
note!)
Now immediately below us-Mr. Linklater was teaching at the University of
Aberdeen at the time-was a classroom
where Professor Terry lectured, the illustrious biographer of John Sebastian
Bach; and in Professor Terry, a noble
and warm-hearted man, there was hot
temper, command of stately invective,
and a musical ear that could not suffer
the trampling noise of feet above his
head. So one lectured in a narrow strait
between a double anxiety. If one grew
tedious, four hundred shoes protested,
and a minute later Professor Terrygown billowing, face incarnadined flung wide the threatening door. But if
one made too sprightly a remark or
some allusion peculiarly happy, then
all the feet abominably applauded, and
Professor Terry-a galleon under sable
canvas-came storming through the narrow port. Deficiency and excess brought
the same penalty, and so one trod the
via media as nervously as Blondin on
his rope across Niagara.
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The book supplies a provocative
answer to the old question, "What
must one do to become a great writer?" Linklater lets us know that rigid
self-discipline more than imagination
and the power to translate into words
personal experiences made him a
novelist. Aspiring authors may wish
to copy the following:
I am a laborious worker, and must
worry myself into a state of pernicious
excitement before I can write with an
appearance of ease. I have an active imagination, and in a modest way I am
capable of invention. I have also an
interest in words which is like an honest
carpenter's interest in wood. Bring together these two conditions, and you
have an incipient novelist. Bring to his
experience the rapture of conception,
and you have a novelist condemned to
work. Rapture, I said. The finding, development, and first rough shaping of
an idea are among the most compulsive
and overwhelming pleasures under the
sun. But then comes work. Then comes
the finer shaping, the forcing into a pattern, the bending of thought, and ferreting for words, the discarding of
words, the comparing of two good words
to find the better. This is labour, and
the brain will take heat like a blacksmith's iron in the blown fire, and the
heat may sometimes, about midnight,
engender a paragraph that gives a little pleasure to the novelist before he
stumbles into bed. But in the morning,
he must blot and banish and scribble
anew. Hard labour.

We wish that the author had occasionally been more mindful of Paul's
significant injunction, "Brethren,
whatsoever things are true, whatso• ever things are honest, whatsoever
things are just, whatsoever things are
pure, whatsoever things are lovely,
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whatsoever things are of good report;
if there be any virtue, and if there
be any praise, think on these things"
(Phil. 4:8). Perhaps he was misled
at times by the consideration to remain aloof from all romantic idealization. Perhaps, too, his irrepressive
poetic instinct sometimes burst the
shackles of prose narrative and caused
him to confuse ethics with esthetics.
LL

in all, we are wiser for having

spent several hours in the comA
pany of Mr. Linklater even though

we caught only the sweet aroma of
some of his dialectical words. (We
don't fancy making lexicographical
escapades at eleven o'clock at night.)
Our chief criticism of the book is
that Linklater, in his attempt to keep
the reader's eye glued to the page,
does not allow him moments of relaxation. His style is so deliberately
taut and moves along at such a swift
tempo-reminding us of the radio announcer who seems to think that unless he keeps his listeners in a state of
breathless tension every split second
he is not ennobling his art-that we
ask ourselves, "Will such a style insure for the author a modest niche in
the temple of art?" We doubt it. The
reader-1 am thinking only of those
who have affinities with my way of
reading-looks for an occasional pause
that refreshes-by no means a Coca
Colal-a moment when he can calmly
lay aside the book, light a cigarette,
and indulge in vacuous contemplation of what he read or tried to read.
Expressionism has left, so it seems, a
deeper scar on modern literary art
than its protagonists intended to inflict.
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Travel Book
MIDDLE EAST. By H. V. Morton.
Dodd, Mead & Company, New
York. 1941. 374 pages. $3.00.
N

his native England, Morton is

the most popular travel writer. As
Ia result,
British soldiers serving in

the Middle East have been carrying
about with them copies of three
books which he wrote concerning
that part of the world: In the Steps
of the Master, In the Steps of St.
Paul, and Through Lands of the
Bible. They had one complaint, however. The books were too bulky for
their haversacks. So Morton has
brought together in this volume the
most general portions of the other
three and has added some new material.
The book is divided into five sections, dealing with travel in five
lands: Egypt, Palestine, Iraq, Turkey, and Greece. A third of the
space is devoted to Egypt, and not
quite a fourth to Palestine and Iraq
together. One therefore gains a much
more connected picture of Egypt
than of the other countries-a picture of the Western Desert with the
oasis of Siwa, where lie the ruins of
the great temple of Jupiter Ammon; of Alexandria and Cairo; of
the Pyramids; of travel on the Nile;
of Luxor and the Valley of the
Dead; of the Coptic monasteries in
the Wadi Natrun. The other sections are more in the nature of an
album of selected snapshots. The
author, however, manages almost
everywhere to weave together effortlessly personal experiences with geographical, historical, and cultural in-

formation so that one follows him
through the pages with both interest and profit. Sixteen unusually
fine illustrations add to one's understanding and enjoyment.
There are beautiful passages in
the book. "As I went to bed that
night, I saw a big gold moon sail
into the sky and hang over the dark
palm groves. No dog barked; no
jackal cried; no night-bird called.
The oasis lay in a pool of green
light, frozen in silence like a land
under snow."-"1 saw the sunset
from Sunium. I watched the gold
clouds gather, and I saw the isles of
the Cyclades fade into the mist of
evening. A boy herding goats came
over the hill, and for a moment the
white temple was full of the sound
of bells."
In reading books of travel, one
must learn to identify oneself with
the traveler, so that one sees and
hears oneself the things that he reports. Then one comes away with
memories almost as vivid as those
that remain of experiences in the
flesh-in this case memories, perhaps, of a blue cross tattooed on the
wrist of a Coptic child, to remind
him always that he was born a
Christian; of the church in Bethlehem, built by Constantine, the earliest Christian place of worship in use
today; of the ruins of the great Ishtar Gate of Babylon, erected by
Nebuchadnezzar; of a stagnant pond
under which lies all that remains of
the Temple of Diana of the Ephesians; of the gorge at Delphi; of the
liturgy in a little church in Cairo,
spoken in a language that is the
nearest approach to the tongue of
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the Pharaohs that can be heard in the
world today. If one practices the art
of assimilating the accounts of travelers, one will be seized with nostalgia when one hears again of places
which one has often visited before
in spirit, for the spirit may be at
home where the body has never
been. The book tells of such places
as Alexandria, Jerusalem, the Sea
of Galilee, Baghdad, Palmyra, Tarsus, Athens. Whose spirit does not
feel a twinge of homesickness at
mention of some or all of these
names?
~ INCE

Morton seems well acquainted with monastic history, it is
surprising to find him misusing the
term "cenobite" (p. 99) by equating
it with "individualistic monk," a
monk who lives alone. Such monks
are hermits, or anchorites. Cenobites
live in communities. That this is not
a mere slip is indicated by the fact
that the error occurs twice.-To
speak of the period from 480 B. C.
to 1885 as "fourteen centuries" (p.
321) is an inadvertence that is easily understood.-Anyone who has
suspected that ethnocentrism is not
an unknown quantity among Englishmen will find his suspicions verified by several statements, including this one: "Although we may
laugh at people who go about the
world taking England wherever they
may be, what finer thing is there
to take about the world?" (P. 176.)
Morton seems to be so ethnocentric
as even to believe that English cooking is something to be proud of,
whereas one of the few things on
which mankind as a whole (outside
~
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of England) is agreed is that English cooking is the worst in the
world.
Morton has much to say of places
and customs that are dear to Christians, and usually he speaks of them
reverently and understandingly. It
must be regretfully recorded, however, that in the section on Iraq he
adopts the standpoint of higher
criticism and does not scruple to
accuse the Bible of gross error.

Troy Rebuilt by Morley
THE TROJAN HORSE. By Christopher Morley. Random House,
New York. 1941. 199 pages. $2.00.
Mark Twain defined a
"classic'' as a book which people praise but nobody reads, he unfortunately had not read this modernization of the oldest classic. Twain
would have loved it for its racy humor. Christopher Morley began his
professional career as a teacher, then
tried publishing, and finally emerged
as an able essayist and novelist. Here
he has again revived the memory of
a good old story. This time, however, his scholarly but nimble imagination presents an immortal legend
in a mortal connotation, much in
the manner of John Erskine's The
Private Life of Helen of Troy or of
Jean Giraudoux's Amphitryon 38.
Subtitled a contemporary drama
laid in 1185 B. c., The Trojan Horse
cannot yet boast a Broadway run,
probably because it is a good example of modern closet drama, much
better when merely read and imagined. Slightly condensed for theatre
presentation, this version is the same

W
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as appeared in 1937 in the form of
a novel. Already in 1930 Morley was
instructing some students at Haverford College in the rudiments of
Chaucer, with Troilus and Criseyde
as textbook, when he decided to
modernize the theme. Other interests
intervened. By 1932 the idea had
begun to have ramifying implications
of contemporary griefs. The problem
soon resolved itself as follows: how
to keep the story simple and clear,
true to the dignity of the tragic and
epic material, yet also representative
of today's actual and living beauty
and bitterness. Such was the author's
purpose as expressed in a private letter to a friend.
Morley succeeds in winning the
reader to the delight of co-creation
via imagination. Full of wise saws
and modern instances, he has concentrated the action into the essential capsules of drama: sentiment,
suspense, surprise. At the beginning
we see the war burlesqued on the
level of college football games. The
love of Troilus and Cressida is seemingly at first a night club episode at
Sarpedoni's Tavern in the Neutral
Corridor. Toward the end, however,
we understand that the Greek siege
is serious even if the actual Fall of
Troy is presented as a radio announcer's scoop.
Here are a world . and a war for
ultra-sophisticates. The Greeks represent totalitarians whereas Troy represents a democracy with brain trusts,
left and popular fronts, fifth columnists, and economic charts. (Fuscus,
darky servant to Troilus, once says,
"What-all is dat to fight a war, wid
economics?") Pandarus (Uncle Pan)

is a mumuons profiteer. The Priamese twin of Troilus, Calamity Jane
Cassandra, has never forgotten that
she majored in eschatology. She is
leader of the T.L.D. pacifist movement, which stands for Trojan Liberal Demonstration, although the
wits say it means Take It Lying
Down.
is presented as a lady in a
touch spot: emphasis on the practical phase of the triangle situation
with Diomedes is seemingly modern.
Jilted young Troilus is here the familiar figure of the idealist struck
down by the world as it is, wherefore
he must die at the end, confronted
by the all-accepting indifferentism of
Uncle Pan and the lure of Cressida.
The famous Horse itself, overshadowing the story as well as the walls of
Troy, seems a discomforting quadruped whose blank face leers continually over the walls of our microcosmic, fortified civilization. Whether
it signify war, Naziism, fascism, communism, the machine, or what not,
the useful brute is past control. As
Cassandra insists,
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You thought it just our anthill Troy
besieged?
Nay, by dire foreknowledge of the gods
It is all kindness, decency, and wit,
All consecutive effort of man's will,
Learnings, laughters, loves, and life
itself
That's held in leaguer.

The author's foreword to this edition says, "It is the bedtime story of
civilization as we have known it ....
Fable is the only form of literature
that never goes out of date because
it relies on human realities that are
under and behind all accidents of
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costume and timely manners." Enlightening, too, is the remark of Pandarus, "Poor Helen's only a pretext,
a sort of bright-colored recruiting
poster for both sides. It's really a
matter of who's to control the Black
Sea commerce."
Although The Trojan Horse is
saturated with puns and wit, it has
moments sobered with verse reminding us that this is a great love story,
written and respected by such great
poets as Homer, Virgil, Boccaccio,
Chaucer, and Shakespeare. Morley's
parody, however, is more devastating
than intended. I cannot answer for
those who have not been brought up
on Chaucer's version, but I feel they
are being cheated of a great and
lovely story if they infer Morley's
modern fable to be the last word on
the Trojan subject.
HERBERT H. UMBACH.

Story of Seatde
NORTHWEST GATEWAY. By Archie Binns. Doubleday, Doran and
Co., Inc., Garden City, N.Y. 1941.
~H3 pages. $3.00.
we have the story of the
Port of Seattle, the third in
H
the publisher's Seaport Series. It is
ERE

a gripping tale, beginning with the
time when Juan de Fuca sailed into
Puget Sound through the strait that
has since borne his name. The actual story of Seattle (named after
Chief Seattle of the Puget Sound
Indians) begins a little over seventy-five years ago with the log-cabin
of David Denny, nineteen years old,
who had come West from Illinois
and who little imagined that the
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city which would spring up there
would become the gateway to the
Northwest and Alaska. We follow
the story of Seattle through the period of conquering the territory
from the Indians. We see a university established largely through the
activity of the Methodist-Protestant
minister, the Rev. Daniel Bagley.
To Seattle came the famed "Mercer brides," New England girls who,
when Asa Mercer went back East to
find suitable wives for the pioneer
bachelors, signed up 1,000 strong to
go to Seattle via the Horn.
Only after a long struggle is Seattle linked to the rest of the country
by a railroad. Anti-Chinese riots
shake the young city to its foundations. A devastating fire burns away
the wooden buildings that constituted the main business district. A
modern city rises like a Phoenix
from the ashes of the old.
The Klondike gold rush passes
through the city and leaves it richer
in wealth and experience. The AlaskaYukon Pacific Exposition was Seattle's
debut among the cities of the earth
in 1909. During the World War the
city became an important ship-building center, and now the airplane
connects it with all parts of the
world. "Within the lifetime of one
man Seattle went through the whole
process of American history. Roland
Denny, son of Arthur, was present
at the landing of the pilgrims, and
he lived to see the America of today."
The author's task is well done. In
the next edition of the book we
suggest a correction on p. 163, where
the author tells of the monument,
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placed over the grave of Chief Seattle in the reservation cemetery,
which bears the Holy Name Symbol.
The letters "IHS" are not Latin but
Greek and do not stand for "I have
suffered.'' They are the abbreviation of our Lord's name in Greek.

Soul-Stirring or Ugly?
JVALT WHITMAN: Builder for
America. By Babette Deutsch. Illustrated by Rafaello Busoni. Julian Messner, Inc., New York.
1941. 278 pages. $2.50.
critics have placed Walt
Whitman on an exceeding! y
M
lofty pedestal. In their opinion, his
ANY

poetry epitomizes the spirit of democracy as it exists in the United
States of America. They believe and
are sure that the man who wrote
"Song of Myself," "A Song for Occupations," "When Lilacs Last in
the Dooryard Bloom'd," and "Passage to India" must be numbered
among the great masters. It is their
conviction that Whitman's poems are
soul-stirring not only because of their
thought-content but also because of
the revolutionary and revolutionizing
forms in which they are cast. "Here,"
say the Whitman worshippers, "is a
seer and a philosopher for the ages
-a man who did more than any other
writer to win for his native land a
place of indisputable eminence in
the literary sun."
Then there are those who declare
that the author of Leaves of Grass
has long been a victim of effusive
and excessive adulation. They find
little or no beauty in what Whitman
indited. Some do not hesitate to as-

sert that his works, by and large,
contain far more ugliness than beauty. "Whitman," they (ell us, "is
shamefully and grievously overrated.
He is not worthy of kissing the hem
of Longfellow's garment."
Yes, the bearded individualist from
Long Island continues to be a bone
of contention among many of those
who busy themselves with the intensive study of American literature.
If you hold to the belief that Whitman's poems are, for the most part,
tainted with ugliness, that they are
marred by studied unconventionality, that their diction is disconcertingly copious, and that they lack the
finish which is the hallmark of genuine masterpieces, you rna y find much
to irk you in Babette Deutsch's wellwritten eulogy of the man. You will
learn, of course, that a goodly portion of printer's ink was mingled
with Walt's blood; but some of you
may be inclined to agree with Ralph
Waldo Emerson, who said, "Understand, Mr. Whitman, that my idea
is not that there is evil in your book.
My idea is that by leaving some
things out of it you will help to remove some of the evil that is in
people." Whitman, says Miss Deutsch,
"had his own notions of good and
evil, and he expressed them with a
grand defiance of whether they tallied with general opinion." Emerson
himself concluded that the man was
"half song-thrush, half alligator."
ISS

DEUTSCH does not neglect to

tell how bitterly Whitman was
M
excoriated because of the unconventional character of Leaves of Grass.
She relates that the author was de-
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nounced as a "rowdy." Some declared
that "he knew as much about art as
a hog does of mathematics," that his
poems were "muck," and that he
had "the soul of a sentimental donkey that had died of disappointed
love." "Readers," writes Miss Deutsch,
"accustomed to the conventional
prettiness and formal style of current
verse were appalled by the liberties
he took. His language was too plain,
his large, loose rhythms too strange
to be acceptable. He had no manners. They did not appreciate that
he had a manner, all his own, fit for
his liberal thought. They resented,
too, the fact that Walt, to whom
whatever was natural was beautiful,
did not hesitate to speak of things
not mentioned in the poetry of the
day, or indeed, in the prose either."
But Miss Deutsch is convinced that
the man who "held fast to his faith
in himself and in the future to which
he felt he belonged" was a masterpoet. She sees eye to eye with Alfred
Lord Tennyson, who "found in Walt
'a vast something' for which he had
no words"; with Rosetti, who "was
all for publishing an English edition
of Leaves of Grass although he was
doubtful about presenting to the
staid British public the poems that
had shocked American readers"; and
with the German poet Freiligrath,
who, in 1868, "published his version
of Leaves of Grass in an Augsburg
daily, with an essay on Walt."
True, Miss Deutsch admits that in
Whitman's poems there is much "to
distress even the friendly critic"; that
"some passages, as Emerson said, appear to be no more than an auctioneer's catalogue"; that "occasionally

his free cadences are nearer prose
than verse"; and that "not seldom
he indulged in rather windy oratory."
But she contends nevertheless that
"his finest poems are like the high
peaks and the ocean, whose natural
grandeur was his own test for poetry." By no stretch of the imagination
can her book be regarded either as a
comprehensive biography of Whitman or as a definitive rebuttal of the
arguments advanced by critics who
still float in a sea of doubt. Her
volume is little more than a beautifully written tribute to the poet.
The illustrations by Rafaello Busoni
contribute much to the attractive
quality of the book. Forty-five of
Whitman's poems, "arranged so as to
present his own life-story," are included together with a list of suggested readings and a bibliography.

Sparkling and Spotty
A SUBTREASURY OF AMERICAN
HUMOR. Edited by E. B. and
Katherine White. Coward-McCann,
New York. 1941. 814 pages. $3.00.
HE

Whites had two strikes on

T them even before they set out to
put this prodigious mass of humor
between covers: (l) People don't
like anthologies. (2) Humor in large
doses is a little too overwhelming for
conscious laughter.
The Subtreasury runs the gamut of
ninety-nine native American funny
men from Franklin P. Adams to Alexander Woollcott. In between are such
sure-fire oldsters as George Ade, Josh
Billings, Finley Peter Dunne,· Eugene
Field, Artemus Ward, and Mark
Twain, to reel off but seven of the
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more celebrated. Whelher the inclusion of the wits of father's day was
honestly intended to round out the
compendium chronologically as a
matter of deference to the tastes of
the White's older followers is a matter of conjecture; but one thinks it
must have been for the former reason.
Indeed E. B. himself says in his
sparkling preface,
. . . I have tried to select some things
we like ourselves, and have made no
attempt to throw in anything to please
anybody else.

That bit of explanation would
seem to prevent any crank from getting nasty for failing to find his favorite Will Rogers listed in the table
of contents. A canny and cautious
man is Mr. White in this respect.
Thus he makes no apologies: it's simply what he and the missus liked and
no more.
Even three love letters of Benjamin
Franklin are included. There is the
much-raved-over first chapter of Sinclair Lewis' Babbitt, not strictly for
guffaws but as a prime example of
the Lewis gift for satirical caricatures
of American civilization. There are
such presentday indispensables as
Bob Benchley, Clifton Fadiman, Wolcott Gibbs, St. Clair McKelway, S. J.
Perelman, and chest-thumping William Saroyan. In short, there is just
about everything: fable, parody, satire, criticism, reporting, all of which
serve as the closest thing to a workable panacea for the mental depression that daily comes with a scanning
of headlines that have to do with
wars and the consequences of war.
White's parting shot is

We, the compilers, hope there will be
spots here and there, where our taste
will coincide with the taste of the
reader, and that enjoyment and profit
will result.

Hope as he may, there are spots
here and there which, because of the
off-color complexion of said spots,
will certainly not coincide with the
taste of every reader. Portions are
definitely offensive to Christian morals .
E. B. White conducts a monthly
column, called "One Man's Meat,"
in Harper's. When it comes to his
Subtreasu1-y, however, some of it is
another man's poison-the indecorous
part.
RAy SCHERER.

Roots of Naziism
WAR AND THE GERMAN MIND.
By Wm. K. Pfeiler. Columbia University Press, New York. 1941. 349
pages. $3.25.
HAT

were the results of the im-

W pact of the First World War
on the German mind? In what way

and to what extent did these results
influence the political events that
have taken place in Germany in the
last eight years? These are questions
of great interest and importance to
anyone who realizes what a decisive
role psycho-intellectual factors play in
the history of men and of nations.
Dr. Pfeiler, who is Associate Professor of Germanics in the University
of Nebraska, does not pretend that
he has a definitive answer to give. He
hopes, however, that, as a Germanic
scholar, he can contribute toward an
answer by presenting a survey of a
portion of the German literary reac-
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tion to the experiences of World War
I. The war novel seemed to him the
most fruitful literary form for his
purpose; and his book, accordingly,
is a study of about a hundred works
of this genre published between 1915
and 1938. Some short stories, diaries,
and the like have also been laid under contribution. Almost all the authors are men who fought at the
front.
The material is arranged, according
to the attitude taken toward war and
its effects, into egocentric and ethnocentric groupings. The writers of the
first class emphasize the effect of the
war on the individual while those of
the second class are concerned primarily with its bearing on the national community. The classes naturally shade into each other in some
instances. As is to be expected, differences in education, background, etc.,
of the authors are reflected in their
work, with the result that their reactions range all the way from the most
violent detestation of war to its glorification. After 1933, of course, the nationalistic attitude that was officially
propagated gained control of the
field.
Dr. Pfeiler's summaries of the vari-
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ous writings give the impression of
being scrupulously fair and impartial.
He does not undertake to accuse,
censure, or condemn, but tries to understand. In his analyses lies a wealth
of material for religious, philosophical, psychological, and sociological reflections. Of most general interest,
however, is probably the fact that one
can trace in them the lines of thought
which, long before 1933, pointed in
the direction of the principles of National Socialism and, in a measure,
prepared their way.
The roots of Naziism grew in the
psychology of the First World War,
and war experiences molded its ideology, for "the leadership principle,
with its unqualified obedience below
and absolute authority at the top, is
patterned after the discipline of the
army." Germany came to feel that it
was faced by a hostile world, against
which it either must assert its rights
by force or perish. In consequence .
the Third Reich became "a state
modeled in its basic structure on an
army fighting an enemy, an army
state the justification of which was
the acceptance of war as a natural
aspect of existence and a legitimate
exercize [sic] of national sovereignty."

A philosophy of life which involves no sacrifice turns
out in the end to be merely an excuse for being the sort
of person one is
-T. s. ELIOT
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A SURVEY OF BOOKS
THE COKESBURY
SHOWER BOOK

So far we have been rather flippant, which is just what the · authors
fear most people are about showers.
Warningly they say, "Alas, there are
no 'Ten Rules for a Successful Shower.'" Having thus rebuked our flippancy and having put you off on the
right foot, they plunge into the
breathless business of planning the
wedding shower, which may take any
one of several forms, viz., the bathroom shower, the pantry shower, the
kitchen shower, and many others.
The names, incidentally, refer to the
room you are furnishing, not to the
room in which the shower is to be
held.
Come next the bon voyage showers, about which we will say nothing
because we are very anxious to delve
into this next rich field: the stork
showers.
Then we have the seasonal showers (not to be confused with the
seasonal rains) and the wedding anniversary showers, all of them delightful-if you like showers.
Seriously though, there is a good
section on recipes in the back of the
book. Fact is, after reading through

By Catherine Fite and Mrs. Garland Paine. The Abingdon-Cokesbury Press. 179 pages. $1.75.
UR

first impulse upon opening

O this book was to yell "Oops!"
and make our get-away as quickly as

possible. But if the editor wants to
get whimsical about his assignments,
his reviewers can match his whimsy
in their reviews. So here goes.
Well, if you have a friend who is
getting married or is going abroad or
needs some lingerie, this is the book
for you. Not only will Miss Fite and
Mrs. Paine give you foolproof forms
for getting the guests to come to a
shower for said needy friends (Could
anybody refuse an invitation to a
shower when said invitation is written on a minute paper diaper?) ; they
will even tell you what to play and
what to serve. And all that at the ridiculously low price of $1.75, which
includes not only the book but the
lavender-and-old-lace jacket and the
pictures of the authors, one smiling
and one staring.
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some of them, we almost agreed with
the publisher that they are "mouthwatering menus."
We still feel like saying it. OOPS!
CONQUER
By John Masefield. The Macmillan
Company, New York. 1941. 147
pages. $2.00.
NGLAND's poet laureate has writ-

E ten a short tale about the Nika
rebellion in Byzantium during the
reign of Emperor Justinian. Told by
Origen of Argos, the story of the mob
revolt is a dramatic illustration of
what happened when the apostolic
injunction to honor and obey the
powers that be is flagrantly disregarded. While there was justice in
the people's accusations against John
of Cappadocia, the unscrupulous
Chief Magistrate, the methods used
by the equally unscrupulous leaders of the mob were decidedly
wrong. Had Justinian been more
realistic and more alert to the internal affairs of his government, the
Nika tragedy could have been prevented. The story has overtones of
contemporaneity.
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been introduced to the Whiteoak
family by reading some of Miss de la
Roche's earlier works may find difficulty at first in keeping all the characters straight, in spite of a genealogy
table in the front of the book. Those
who have followed the Jalna saga (so
called because J alna is the name of
the family home in Canada) will
recognize relationships by the characters' names and will sail straight into
the story. Nothing much can be said
for it or against it.

STARS AND STRIKES
By Murray Ross. Columbia University Press, New York. 233 pages.
1941. $2.75.
HIS is an account of the union-

ization of Hollywood's stars and
T
craftsmen. The book is thoroughly
documented. It seems to prove that
our gilded boys and girls on the
screen are not too foolish when it
comes to protecting their own rights.
Not only the actors but the highest
paid directors, cameramen and scene
designers belong to unions. It would
be interesting to see the effect on
American life if there were a sudden
general Hollywood strike.

WAKEFIELD'S COURSE
By Mazo de la Roche. Little,
Brown, & Company, Boston. 1941.
406 pages. $2.50.

akefield's Course is the eighth
and latest novel of the WhiteW
oak family, whose story began with
Young Renny (lalna-1906), which
appeared in 1935. A serial version of
the present book appeared in Redbook magazine. Those who have not

SON OF THE SMOKY SEA
By Nutchuk with Alden Hatch. Illustrated by Nutchuk. Julian Messner, New York. 1941. 245 pages.
$2.50.
ORWEGIAN trapper James Holveg

N (Oliver) rode his sledge that
March afternoon in 1897 when he
reached the smooth frozen surface of
Black Lake, Alaska Peninsula. Strain-
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ing his eyes for the first glimpse of
his trapping cabin, he saw a blot
against the snow. Perhaps a mere
boulder-but he swung his dogs to
the right. The blot on the snow was
a sledge piled with furs. Beside it lay
a dead Eskimo, and on top of the
winter's catch, protected by loose foxskins, lay a young Eskimo girl, cold
but living.
Romance with a capital R pervades
the first and the last chapters of Son
of the Smoky Sea) for Nutchuk is the
son of James Holveg and the snow
maiden. The book is the story of Nutchuk's background and youth up to
the time when he put his mother's
home behind him and studied piano
at Northwestern College, Naperville,
Illinois, to the time when a visit to
his own people convinced him that it
would be easy, too easy, to settle
down at Point Hope and forget all
his skill as a musician, too easy to
forget a slim Illinois girl, "with golden hair and bright blue eyes, sitting
at an enormous piano."
Nutchuk's mother died when he
was two, and the boy was reared by
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Newhall, who
had charge of the Jesse Lee Home, a
Methodist Mission at Unalaska (two
miles from the present naval base at
Dutch Harbor) . Here at the edge of
the Bering Sea, in a household that
consisted of seventy boys and girls
and their teachers, the boy grew sensitive to the beauties of flowers, of
landscapes, of music. He learned to
fish and to hunt. At the age of thirteen he acted as anesthetist in Dr.

Newhall's little operating room. He
learned to depend on God at the
many times when the human mind
can find no solution to problems.
This book, a Junior Literary Guild
selection, should appeal to young
people of high school age, and their
parents will enjoy it, too. Recommended.
Like so many juveniles, it is marred
by atrocious punctuation. A study of
the punctuation of thirty pages (pp.
58 to 88) on the bases of liberal,
modern rules and of the obvious
''style" of the book itself revealed
errors on twenty-three pages! Why
don't publishers watch the sentences
in children's books?
PALMER CZAMANSKE.

INSULTS
Edited by Max Herzberg. The
Greystone Press, New York. 1941.
249 pages. $2.00.
HIS

book carries the subtitle, A

T Practical Anthology of Scathing
Remarks and Acid Portraits. Like
most collections of its type, it is decidedly spotty: very good at some
points, and very dreary at others.
Some of its best material does not
fall within the scope of either title
or subtitle, and some material that
does is unrelieved by the least glimmer of humor or intelligence, being
the expression of mere spite and venom. The sort of poor creature that
has to speak at banquets might profitably hunt through the volume. We
sifted out thirty-seven things that appeared to us rather good and usable.
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Each month THE CRESSET presents a check list
of important articles in leading magazines which
will be of interest to our readers
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The Atlantic Monthly

lieves that the "universal necessity of access to raw materials" is
a basic and important fact the
peacemakers must consider. In all
he outlines seven specific proposals which he is fairly certain will
guarantee a more lasting peace.
It is worth noting that Mr. Wallace considers economics the primary cause of the present dislocation of world affairs. The moral and spiritual does not enter
the picture. We believe he might
have discussed that angle of the
present difficult problem. At any
rate, here is an important article.

FOUNDATIONS OF
THE PEACE
by Henry A. Wallace

The Vice-President gazes over
the horizon into the future when
there will be peace. He readily
admits that after the last war
mistakes were committed. "The
most careful delineation of national boundaries is not in itself
enough to prevent the world
from suffering a repetition of the
catastrophe of general war," he
states. "Actually the seeds of the
present world upheaval were
sown in the faulty economic decisions that followed the war of
a generation ago." Admitting
that the peace aims of Roosevelt
and Churchill are splendid statements of principle, Vice-President Wallace believes that definite plans for the future peace
must be explored now. He be-

THE OPPOSITION TO WAR
by Raoul De Roussy De Sales

War cannot solve the fundamental economic problem of our
time: an equitable distribution
of the goods the world produces.
Because of the interdependence
of nations, war tends to disrupt
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such a potential distribution.
That is one reason modern man
hates war. There are other reasons. In a brilliantly provocative
article this noted French correspondent analyzes the reason why
vVestern man considers war senseless and futile. On the whole he
believes this anti-war sentiment
is not entirely healthy. One is, of
course, entitled to disagree with
the writer.
CHRISTIAN WORLD
REVOLUTION
by Prince Hubertus Zu Loewenstein

This is an optimistic account
of the opposition of the Roman
Catholic church to the forces of
fascism. The writer believes that
the most effective opposition Hitler has met and will meet in the
future is the Pope and his church.
He also states that the Protestants
are almost solidly lined up
against Hitlerism. We agree with
much that he states, but some of
his arguments are dangerously
close to the specious. He makes
the interesting statement that
Henri Bergson became a convert
to Christianity. Loewenstein
quotes Georges Cattaui: "He
[Bergson] revealed to me that
he believed in the divinity of
Christ; even more, that he recognized the power of the sacraments." Decidedly worth reading.

Harper's
THE ONLY WOMAN
IN THE LIFEBOAT
by Elspeth Huxley

With ninety children aboard
bound for the safety of Canada,
the City of Benares was hit by
a torpedo and sunk on the fourth
day out of Liverpool. Among the
women who had volunteered to
escort the children was Mary
Cornish, a music teacher. Her
devotion to her charges and her
bravery under the harrowing experiences of eight days in an open
lifeboat are the theme of this
vivid narrative. This story is an
excerpt from the Book, Atlantic
Ordeal7 which Mrs. Huxley will
publish shortly. Another gripping
war story in this issue is Parachutists Coming Down-a firsthand account of the Nazi invasion of Crete. These are not only
good human interest stories. They
have the added sobering value
of individualizing the meaning
of war.
THE COLLEGE IN A
CHANGING WORLD
by Wallace Brett Donham

This criticism of our colleges
presents clearly some of the major problems confronting them
today and also offers definite proposals to bring them into step
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with the changed social conditions of recent years. "Teamwork" and "leadership" are the
basic qualities which colleges
must develop, but these qualities cannot be measured alone by
intellectual criteria. Preparation
for life involves, first of all, preparation for making a living. Revising the school year, making
the second year of college terminal with the granting of a degree,
converting small and struggling
colleges into high-grade junior
colleges, determining by a more
selective process intellectual and
personal fitness for the last two
years of college-these are among
the suggestions which the author
makes for the achievement of the
aims of education which he has
set. It is a thoughtful contribution to the controversy between
a liberal education and vocational training. The demands of war
will temporarily at least suspend
this controversy, although President Hutchins is already reminding us that victory cannot save
our civilization, but merely preYent its destruction by one spectacular method.

TWO SCHOOLTEACHERS
by john Andrew Rice

The author attended the famous Webb School, founded by
the brothers Sawney and John
'.Yebb at Bell Buckle, Tennessee,
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and also taught there for several
years. His recollections are of
particular interest because of the
vivid characterizations of the
brothers and of their sharply contrasting ideals and methods of
teaching. John Webb is the hero
of the story and a model of the
best that a teacher can be. Altogether it is a delightful glimpse
into the past and into the life of
a charming teacher. Other installments of the autobiography of
John Andrew Rice have appeared
in previous issues of Harper's.

Fortune
PEACE WITHOUT
PLATITUDES
by john Foster Dulles

The author, a noted international lawyer, carefully analyzes
the Atlantic Charter drawn up by
Churchill and Roosevelt. He acclaims without reservation the
two of the eight points of the
Charter which express the ultimate objectives sought, namely,
"assurance that all men in all
lands may live out their lives in
freedom from fear and want,"
and therefore "for all, improved
labor standards, economic advancement and social security."
The remaining six points suggest the political means through
which the objectives are to be attained, and the unifying concep-
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tion that runs through them is
that the postwar world should reproduce and stabilize the political organization of the prewar
world. With this plan to restore
the status quo ante Dulles takes
issue. He is convinced that the
old order was gravely defective,
was bound to fail, and cannot be
successfully resurrected. It was
international anarchy and made
war certain, as Lord Lothian
spent much of his life in explaining. Only a new world order
whose just powers derive from
the consent of the governed can
bring freedom of the seas and of
trade and win the confidence of
mankind. Steps toward such an
order are suggested, e. g., some
form of European federation and
a supernational organization that
will serve as an impartial guiding authority to bring about economic cooperation and to initiate changes that may be required in the interest of peace.

Free World
GERMANS FORECAST AMERICAN CONQUEST SIXTY YEARS
AGO
By Julius Epstein
I. South America
Nazi attempts at economic and
political infiltration into South
America are not a new phenomenon. As far back as sixty years

ago, many German politicians
and writers worked incessantly
for Germanization and the acquisition of possessions in Latin
America.
Dr. Wilhelm Sievers wrote a
pamphlet, South America and
German Interests (1903), which
describes South America as a field
for German influence and the increase of German power. He
wrote that South America was the
only continent whose future
has not yet been determined, while
Asia for the most part falls to Russia
and perhaps one day will fall to her
altogether; Australia belongs to England; and Africa to several Statesparticularly France and England whose readjustments of power will
influence and decide the fate of various parts of that continent. In South
America, if the supremacy of any of
the great mercantile powers can be
recognized at all, Germany is the
most powerful factor in commerce
and is in a fair way to capture all of
the shipping trade .... Since the German Empire wants to win back its
rapidly disappearing second position
among the leading powers of the
world, it must endeavor to acquire
decisive influence where it is still to
be had, namely, in South America.
... To this end the German Empire
must be strong enough to oppose the
United States energetically and to
take account of the commercial hostility of Great Britain, already strong;
and it must therefore seek to ally itself unreservedly with that power
which has practically no interest in
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South America, namely Russia, which
would in return be given a free hand
in Asia.

In 1900 a book by Dr. Wilhelm
Wintzer, The Struggle of Germanism-The Germans in Tropical America, appeared. The author regarded it as an unpardonable act of political folly for the
Germans not to disseminate their
German nationalistic conceptions
to the South Americans.
Only when the question whether
Germany will simply fall in with the
American order, "Hands off," in
South America, has been answered
negatively shall we be able with a
good conscience to promote systematically further emigration to South
American territories in the interest of
our national future.

Otto Richard Tannenberg,
spokesman for the Pan-German
League, published in 1911 a book
with the title, Great Germany,,
a Task of the Twentieth Century. One of its chapters is deYoted to the German ambitions
in South America.
The German nation must take possession of Central Africa from the
mouth of the Orange River to Lake
Chad, and from the Cameroon Mountain to the mouth of the Rovuma
River, also the Near East, the Malay
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Islands in Southeast Asia, and the
southern half of South America. It
will then possess a colonial empire
proportionate to its power.

n.

North America
A small, insignificant-looking,
but fantastically interesting pamphlet, enti~led Operations Upon
the Sea~ was published in Berlin
in 1901. The author was Freiherr
von Edelsheim, First Lieutenant,
Second Guard Regiment, attached to the German General
Staff. Von Edelsheim's pamphlet
represented the Prussian military
caste's first public admission that
it considered war against England and America as one of its
most important aims and that it
had decided to wage war not only
by sea but also by means of invasion on English and American
soil. Edelsheim' s treatise is the
first published evidence of detailed plans to invade the United
States. Conditions have changed
since then, but not Germany's
desire to invade this country.
That is why Edelsheim's pamphlet is not only of historic but
of immediate concern. Whatever
the Prussian General Staff's plans
for the invasion of America may
be now, they are based on his
work.

I
CHECK LIST OF BOOKS REVIEWED
September 1941 to January 1942
Several times a year THE CRESSET
presents a check list of books reviewed in the columns of the journal over a period of four or five
months. This list may serve as a reminder to our readers as well as a
brief survey of the books THE CRESSET for one reason or another has
considered worthy of notice.
The following system of notation
is used: ***Recommended without
reservation. THE CRESSET believes
these books have exceptional and
lasting merit. **Recommendedwith reservations. The reservations
are indicated in the reviews and are
usually concerned with errors in
morals or in facts. At times a book
which is good enough in itself receives only two stars because its value is ephemeral. *Not recommended. Reviews of these are printed in
our columns for negative and defensive reasons. Usually they are al·
most entirely without merit.
*"'*Europe in Retreat by Vera Micheles
Dean
***The Brontes' Web of Childhood by
Fannie Elizabeth Ratchford

***Preacher's Wife by Ethel Hueston
***My Neighbor of Another Color by
Andrew Schulze
*""*Grey Eminence by Aldous Huxley
• **Twelve Who Ruled by R. R. Palmer
*"" • Where Stands a Winged Sentry by
Margaret Kennedy
••• America's Own Refugees by Henry
Hill Collins, Jr.
*""/ Have Loved England by Alice
Duer Miller
**Father of the Blues by W. C. Handy
**What Mein Kampf Means to . America by Francis Hackett
**The News and How to Understand
It by Quincy Howe
u japan Inside Out by Syngman Rhee
.. The Keys of the Kingdom by A. J.
Cronin
••worship Programs in the Fine Arts
for Young People by Alice Anderson
Bays
**My New Order by Adolf Hitler
**Elias Boudinot, Cherokee, and His
America by Ralph Henry Gabriel
**The Patriotic Anthology by Carl
Van Doren
u Big Family by Bellamy I>artridge
**No Life for a Lady by Agnes Morley
Cleaveland

*"'*Landmarks in Philosophy edited by
Irwin Edman and Herbert W.
Schneider

**Looking for Trouble by Virginia
Cowles

** • The Timeless Land by Eleanor Dark
***They Speak for a Nation: Letters
from France

**The American and His Food by
Richard Osborn Cummings
**The Skies of Europe by Frederic
Prokosch

***Reveille in Washington: I86o-I865
by Margaret Leech
•••secret History of the American Revolution by Carl Van Doren

**Scum of the Earth by Arthur Koestler
**The Fort by Storm Jameson
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••Clarence Darrow for the Defense by
Irving Stone .
.. Saratoga Trunk by Edna Ferber
• Biography of the Gods by A. Eustace
Haydon
•Whistle Stop by Maritta M. Wolff
• Day of the Trumpet by David Cornel DeJong
• Men of Europe by Andre Simone
• My Last Million Readers by Emile
Gauvreau

..A Thousand Shall Fall by Hans
Habe
.. William Allen White of Emporia by
Frank C. Clough
• • Escape from Freedom by Eric Fromm
.. Tar Heels by Jonathan Daniels
.. Newspaper Days :I899-I9o6 by H. L.
Mencken
.. The Beautiful People and Two
Other Plays by William Saroyan
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Motion Picture
evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces.

Three years ago ~he Carnegie
Corporation of New York awarded Leo C. Rosten a grant for a
sociological study of the movie
colony and the movie makers.
Work on the Motion Picture Research Project was begun in January, 1939. In the summer of
1940 an additional grant-in-aid,
authorized by the Rockefeller
Foundation, enabled Mr. Rosten
to extend the scope of the research. He was assisted by a
trained staff, which included two
sociologists, an economist, a personnel expert, a statistician, and
a translator. In addition, he was
supported by an advisory board,
which consisted of Robert S.
Lynd, of Columbia University;
Herbert Blumer and Louis Wirth,
of the University of Chicago;
Harold D. Laswell, of the Washington School of Psychiatry; and
William Alanson, of the White
Foundation.
Preliminary to their own probings and pryings, the members

ot this group dissected and digested all existing material dealing with Hollywood, the movies,
and the motion picture industry.
Then began the tremendous task
of (1) tabulating the replies to
4,200 questionnaires sent to producers, actors, writers, directors,
cinematographers, film editors,
and research workers; (2) arranging for hundreds of. interviews carried on over a period
of thirty months in every nook
and cranny of the Hollywood
scene; (3) examining the materials which the major motion picture companies made available
to Mr. Rosten; (4) studying the
documented replies which were
given to most of his questions;
and (5) analyzing the knowledge
obtained in three years of firsthand work, creation, and research
in the movie colony.
The findings of this board of
experts will be published in two
volumes. These books will contain the first really valuable so68
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cial estimate ever made of the
make-believe world of the cinema. HOLLYWOOD: The Movie
Colony-The Movie Makers (Harcourt, Brace and Company, New
York. 1941. 436 pages. $4.00)
deals with the life, the practices, and
the values of Hollywood; it explores
the manners and the mores of the
movie colony, the pattern and the
spirit of Hollywood which permeates
its incomes, spending, homes, parties,
romances, politics, prestige, and so on

and
with the four major groups in Hollywood: movie producers, actors, directors, and writers.

The following fields of inquiry
have been reserved for a later
volume:
(a) the economics of movie making,
(b) the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors Association, (c) the
production code and censorship, and
(d) Hollywood's guilds and labor
problems.

Mr. Rosten is an able writer.
He has a sharp eye, a quick ear,
and a keen wit. His method of
approach is honest and direct,
devoid of exaggeration and sensationalism. He declares:
The name "Hollywood" provokes
either amusement or indignation in
those whose conception of Hollywood
has been formed by publicity and
gossip. This book is neither amused
nor indignant. It does not offer deceptively simple answers to extremely complicated problems. It does not
confuse the spectacular with the rep-
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resentative. It cannot help disappointing those who would like a
study of Hollywood to be either a
catalogue of nonsense or a bucket of
whitewa5h. This book is primarily
concerned with putting Hollywood
under the microscopes of social
science. For Hollywood is an index
of our society and our culture. . . .
A study of Hollywood casts the profile of American society into sharper
relief.

Mr. Rosten is equally well
known to the reading public
under the pen name of Leonard Q. Ross. He is the author
of the popular The Education of
H*y*m*a*n K*a*p*l*a*n. We
shall hear more of Mr. Rosten's
new book in subsequent issues of
THE CRESSET.

THE CHOCOLATE SOLDIER
(M-G-M)

Directed by Roy del Ruth

The motion picture career of
Nelson Eddy has always been of
interest to me. As it happens, I
met Mr. Eddy before Hollywood
claimed him. At that time he was
very blond, decidedly handsome,
and engagingly free from affectation. His voice was magnificent,
and he aspired to great heights.
A few years later I had the opportunity to observe the changes
which Hollywood had brought
about in the famous baritone's
appearance and in his manner.
Chatting informally in a small
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gathering, it was easy to see that
much of the refreshing simplicity had disappeared although the
singing star was still gracious and
most agreeable. When his first
picture reached our town, I hied
me down to see it and came away
bitterly disappointed. On the
screen Mr. Eddy's acting and appearance had no more charm or
appeal than an underdone pie.
Later pictures revealed a slight
increase in acting ability; but
only in The Chocolate Soldier
does he begin to brown around
the edges-histrionically speaking,
of course. The singing of Mr.
Eddy and of his co-star, Rise
Stevens, the charming young mezzo-soprano of the Metropolitan
Opera Company, is delightful
and an adornment to any filmoffering; but the union of Ferenc
Molnar's play, The Guardsman~
with the music of Oscar Strauss's
light opera, The Chocolate Soldier~ is not a felicitous one.

HOLD BACK THE DAWN
(Paramount)

Directed by Mitchell Leisen

A shabby tale of deception, immorality, and intrigue. Only one
detail is worth remembering: the
terror and the tragedy of the
homeless wanderers who wait, at
first with eager hopefulness and
at long last with despairing resignation, for the day when they

will be permitted to seek shelter
under the Stars and Stripes.
Charles Boyer, Olivia de Havilland, and Paulette Goddard are
the featured players.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
(Universal)

Directed by Gregory La Cava

This offering was billed as "the
most down-to-earth, heart-to-heart
romance ever told." Well! Well!
It seems to me that it would be
more accurate to say that it is the
silliest, most artificial, and most
uninteresting film inflicted on patient movie-goers in a long time.
It has all the earmarks of a soap
opera. Irene Dunne, Robert
Montgomery, and Preston Foster
deserve something better.

IT STARTED WITH EVE
(Universal)

Directed by Henry Koster

By and large, this picture is
fairly entertaining; but it is
meagre fare for Charles Laughton and Deanna Durbin. The
plot is decidedly far-fetched.

YOU'LL NEVER GET RICH
(Columbia)

Directed by Sydney Lanfield

Fred Astaire and Rita Hayworth are co-starred in this hilarious comedy of the theatre.
The scenes which depict the life
of Uncle Sam's draftees are most
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amusing; and, if one excepts the
incidents inspired by the roving
eye of flirtatious Robert Benchley, the picture is free from objectionable detail.
WEEK-END IN HAVANA
(20'th-Century Fox)

Directed by Irving Cummings

It has happened again! This
time Belle Starr, the bandit queen
of the 1860's, and her renegade
husband are disinfected, deloused, and glorified in a curiously jumbled story of patriotism, violence, and lawlessness.
Randolph Scott is an excellent
actor and, as such, is able to
breathe a bit of life into the dry
bones of Captain Starr; but Gene
Tierney's portrayal of the role of
Belle Starr reminds one of a stubborn, sulking, unreasoning child
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rather than an imperious, diehard adherent of the government
of the Confederacy. The years of
the carpetbaggers and conscienceless opportunists who ravaged the
South are truly a tragic part of
a tragic era. Therefore scrupulous honesty should be observed
in bringing any phase of this period to the screen.
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH
(Paramount)

Have you ever tried to tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth for a period of
twenty-four hours? No white lies,
no polite evasions; only the stark,
unadorned truth? This theme,
taken from a successful play of
the same name, provides the vehicle for Bob Hope's clowning.
And very good clowning it is.

"I did not have one code of morals on Saturday the
6th, and another code on Sunday the 7th of December.
I did not get my code from the crisis, but from the
Christ, and I did not find Him changed on those two
days."
E. STANLEY JoNES.
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Our guest reviewers this month
are Herbert H.
Umbach (The
Trojan Horse); Ray Scherer (A
Subtreasury of American Humor);
and Palmer Czamanske (Son of
the Smoky Sea).
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Several times each year THE
CRESSET presents a check list of
the books which it has reviewed
over a period of four or five
months. Our readers have found
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Readers of THE
CREssET will be
glad to know that
its subscription
list is continuing
to grow and has
now reached the highest level in
this journal's history. Of especial
significance is the fact that the
number of renewals during the
past two months has been larger
than in any corresponding period.
The editors express their grateful
appreciation of the interest, good
will, and loyalty of our subscribers-all of which augurs well for
THE CRESSET's future.

NOTES

The CRESSET
. ('('one o1.1' my musts "
E.

J.

GALLMEYER

Fort Wayne, Indiana
Prominent Industrialist; President, Lutheran Laymen's League

THE CRESSET is a fine magazine froiD: every
standpoint-format, underlying spirit, conception, aims, and objectives, and, too, the manner
in which it is edited. It is interested in many
things that the thinking, searching mind craves.
It is interesting in the rnanner in which the
subject rnatter is treated. Even when Mom announces dinner, it's difficult to lay down THE
CRESSET. It is one of 1ny musts_, to be done
completely.
I am both proud and grateful that we have
such a publication as THE CRESSET. It has aided
me in reaching a conclusion · on a n urn her of
important questions. Especially am I indebted
to THE CRESSET for crystallizing my convictions
in support of the foreign policy of our government. It is broad-gauged without being devoid of conviction; liberal without sacrificing orthodoxy; warm and hu1nan and understauding.
To my mind, a subscription to THE CRESSET
is as fine and considered a gift as can be rnade.
I could spare many magazines before doing
without THE CRESSET.

